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INSIGHT 

PEEFACE

Rational self-consciousness is a Dealt above the

clouds. Intelligent and Teasonable, responsible and free,

scientific and metaphysical, it stands above romantic

spontaneity and. the psychological depths, historical

determinism and social engineering, the disconcerted

existential subject and the undeciphered symbols of the

artist and the modernist.

Yet if man can scale the summit of his inner

being, also he can fail to advert to the possibility of

the ascent or, again, he can begin the climb only to lose

his way. If then he !mows himself as in fact he is, he

can know no more than that he has been cast into the

world to be afflicted with questions he does not answer

and with aspirations he does not fulfilt. For it is the

paradox of a.:11 that what he is by nature is so much less

than rhat Ile can become: and it is the tragedy of man

that the truth, which portrays him as actually he is,

can descend like an iron_ curtain to frustrate what he

would and night be.



Preface 2

Facts, it is said, are stubborn things. Bat

there I s a sense in w:rich, I believe, it is true to say

that the _facts about an can be out4flaaked. For a change

in man, a (1 ,:.--1 , Aopment of potentialities that are no less

real be..cair,e, liite all potentialities th.ey are later t,

riot only is itself a fact but also can be a permanent

source of nev. , facts that cumulatively alter the complexion

of the old.

So it is that the present work is a program

rather tun an arguneat. It begins not by aEsIlining premises

but by presuming readers. It advancos not "by deducing con-

clusions from the truths of a religious faith or from the

principles of a philosophy but by i ssuing to readers an

invitation, ever more precise and more detailed, to appre-

hend, to appropriate, to envisage in all its consealences,

the inner- focus of their oval intelligence and reasonable-

ness. rha.t focus, it i1l be claimed, is insight. But to

apprehend. the focus is to gain irasight into insight, to

pierce th	 verbal and conceptual exhibitions of

mathematics, of scieace, and of coamon sense, and to

penetrate to the inner dynamism of intelligent inquiry -

and critical reflection. To appropriate the focus is both

to know a_nd to 16.-nori whb.t it is to no one's own intelli-

gence, met s on reasonableness, one's vim essential and

restrictedly effective freedom. To envisage the focus in

the full range of its implications is to discover for

oneself vfhat is meant by being, by objectivity, by meta-
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physics, by ethics, by God, and by evil.

Frankly, eve-It as a program, even a:5 a sketch

that offers only to indicate th9 detailed map that is

nealed, the present work may be reproached for excessive

ambition. But if I may borrow a phrase from Ortega y Gasset,

°me has to strt -ie to mount to the level of one's time. The

trentieth e..:.!o.tu:f....y has been described as t rw end of the

Renaissance. zi;o: -le four centuries ago there ':as prof ected

a nevi world: new nations had arisen in new political con-

stellations; a new art was matched with the promise of a

new science; and new- philosophies were disseminated through

a new education. rha...t IleVi world. has been realized, but the

ideas that fostered it s genesis have been discredited by

its maturity. That was so rev: - has become so old. To have

been educated is no longer a matter of speaking Latin and

writing Greek. Modern art would puzzle RafSello, as modern

technelogy would astound da Vinci. The new nations are not

im Europe, and the issues of modern politics seem trans-

cribed from the pages of Utopia. Einstein has revised

momentously the thought of Galileo, and Lieisenberg has

contended t;:lat good Laplace, li'xe Homer, nods. The novel

outlook th(-.t is trarasroming the natural sciences cannot

but affect profoundly the methods that were transferred

with so sedulous a fidelity from the natural to the

human sciences. Not wren. Renaissance ridicule of the

Middle Ages has been able to prevent a rebirth of interest
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in logic. Not even the Enlightenment! s insistence on the

autonomy of man has been able to prevent the recurrence

of theological themes under the guise of existentialist

philosophy.

;'„o it iS that a new world has been bequeathed

us and- yet we, the heirs of the Renaissaace, have 'been

denied its spirit of bold confidence, of venturous assur-

ance. For we 'mow too much in too many fields, we 'have

witnessed too much suffering in too many unexpected

quarters, to purchase confidence by an easy exuberance

of feeling or to accept words or assurance without answers

to our questions. Nor vas.: the basic question missed, when

the late Prof. Ernst Cassirer, towards tke end of a long

and highly- productive career, endeavored to coTiunicate

a brief compass some of the main conclusions of his

mist erudition. and ever penetrating thought. Just vhat is

man? Ansv.ers, he relllariced, have been vor.ked out by theo-

logians and scientists, by politicians and sociologists,

by b•iologt st 	 psychologists, by et no to gists and econo-

mists. But not ollly do the 'many answers not agree, not only

is there 1.,ac,ing some generally accepted principle that

would select one and reject the others, hit even within

specialized fields there seems to be no method that can

confront basic issues without succumbing to indiviclual

temperament and personal evaluations.

In the midst of this widespread disorientation,

man! s nroblem of self-knowledge ceases to be simply the
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individual concern inculcated by the ancient sage. It

takes on the dimensions of a social crisis. It can be

read as the historical issue of the tvrAntieth century.

If in that balance human intelligence and reasoaableness,

hunan responsibility and freedom, are to pr2vail, then

they must be summoned from the dim and confused realm of

latent factors an -1 they must burst forth in the full power

corself-avarene:Js and self-possession.

if such is the urgency of personal appropriation

of rational self-consciousaess, the difficulty of achieve-

cleat should riot discourage attenpts at making a beginning.

if the extent and the complexity of modern imewledge pre-

clude the possibility in our tine both of The utomo univqr-

sale of the Itenaissance and of the medieval witer of a

Eintuma, at least the collaboration of many contains a promise

of success, there the unaided individual mull have to

despair.

Still a collaboration has its conditions. It

supposes a conmon vision of a common goal. It supposes

at least a tentative idea that would unify and coordinate

separate efforts in different fields. It supposes a cen-

tral nucleus that somehow could retain its isleutity yet

undergo all th ,.! nod1f1cations and wirichments that could

be poured into its capacious frame from f3ecialized in-

vestigations.

It is with the conditions, preliminary to an

effective collaboration, that the present work is concerned.
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For in the measure that potential e4ollatorators move to-

wards a personal appropriation of aleir rational self-

consciousness, in the same measure they will begin to

attain the needed common vision of the corn,lon goal. In

the measure t. -itt tiley discover in, tinernselves the struc-

ture of kik3vloping intelligence, in the same 17_10a sure they

will share a t,mtative idea that can unify an coordinate

separate efforts in different fields. In the MOE:, sure that

they reach the invariants of intellectual development, in

the same measure they will posses s a central nucleus that

retains its identity through all the. possible developments

of human intelligence.

Prof. Cassirer has told us that, from the view-

poin.t of a phenomenology of human culture, the explanatory

definition of man is animal svillolicum rather than

animal rationale. But la the meas -7.1r3 that men appropriate

tboir rational self-conscirpisness, not only do they re-

estblish the animal rationale but also they break through

the phenomenological veil. For, mill be argued, they

can reavl-L k ui;..ivorsal vievtpoint from which individual

temp eraii;ent e	 1:,0 di scounted, personal evaluati ons can

be criticized, and the zany and Lismarate reports on man,

emanating from experts in various fields, can be welded

into a single view.

But if I 'believe that maws self-ava.reiness and

self-possession can add a further., over4jrching component

to Prof. Cassirerts portrayal of mar; it is not to be over-

0
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looked that a possibility is claimed and not an achieve-

ment. I could not convey my :aconing vithout venturing

into many ifads, Into math , matics and physics, into the

subtioti.as of co ._:or, sense and depth psyc:lology, iato the

processes Df Astory, to intricacies of interpretation,

the dialectic of the philosophies, and the possibility of

transcendent kriovied.ge. I would not vish anyone to enter-

tain the fanciful nonsense that I call speak with authority

or even_ compatrance in so many fields. I do not expect

many experts to r,rJcogaize their science in the fon:Illations

that suit my purpose. Yet, perhaps, I nay hope that there

Kill be some that snare my preoccupations and interests,

that will divine vhat I	 endeavoring to	 andand rill

proceed to say it nora adequaT,e2y, that will grasp nor my

iglorame and oversights can be ramedied vdtaout completely

invalidating tiu SwadaLatal structures that make possible

a coaluon vision of a couoon goal. Finally, if in any measure

that hops: Is A- .:441-1-ed, the relative isolation of my efforts

Will IIE.1/ ,,!	 preliAinary conditions will begin

to be fulfilleJ for til,;! collaboration I would merely initiate.

It is customary to conduce a preface mith an

aCknovledgellent of oriels indebtedness. Naturally I am in-

clined to think i.n the first place of the teacners and

writers vim have left their impress upon me in the course

of the twenty-sevea years since first I was initiated into

epistenological issues. But so long a gestation contains

too many half-lights, -too many detours, for me to indicate 

0
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in a brief yet intelliettle.fashion my proximate sources.

fir So it is that I must be content to restrict my expression

of gratitude to immediate benefaotorst to the staff of

L'Immacult5e Conception., Montreal, where the underlying

studies on Gratis. Opernma
l
and. Verb=

2
 wore undertaken; to

the staff of the Jesuit Seminary, Toronto, where I enjoyed

the freedom to write the present work; to the Rev. Joseph.

Wulftange , e JosephClark, Norris Clarke , ,,Frederick Crowe,
44 'Frederick Copleston„, sad_ Andrew Godin, who It&I*1 generously

read the typescrift and gave me the benefit of reactions

and criticisms from specialists in different fields; to

the Rev. , Patrick Plunkett who labored (to my shame, rather

vainly) to reduce the coleciems of my style; and to the

Rev, Eric ileriarine-Alist O'Connor mho was over ready to allow

me to dram upon his knorledge of mathematics and of science,

June 1949 to September. 1_953,

1) St. 'Thomas' Thought. on Gratin Opersms, Theological.

Studies [Woodstock, la,/ 1a(3.94-1), 289-324; I11(1942) •

69-88, .375-402, 533-578.

2) The Concept of Vert= in the Writings of St, Thomas

Aquinas, Ibld. VII(1946), 349-392; VIII(1947), 35-79,

404-444; x(1949 ) 3-40, 359-393
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ialzh,t; Introcluctiorl

a .sequence of lower contexts for the purpose of Teaching

an upper context; and the basic upper context Is to be

pre-logical, not in the sense made current by V.

but in the sense that developing intelligence and reason-

a:bleness are prior to intelligently grasped and reasonably

affirmed utterances. Still it may not be amiss to indicate

a single instance in which the genetic order of developing

insights differs from the logical order of defining thought,

'rhus, logically- it is illegitimate to speak s, f or example, of

the equality of the spokes or a cart-wheel without explain-

that the spokes vital be said to be equal if tho same

rauraber is Toadied in Mb swing each of them. In turn, this

statement culls for a further statement in vhich the moaning

of the word, :aeasuring, it explained; and that cexplanation

calls for an ticoc)unt of units of measurement, DJ' their

stanclardiza.t.i.on, of the numbers employed in pleasuring, and

of the isomorphism of ma.thetaatical and physical relations.

On thy.; other hand, genetically it seems clear enough that

Euclidean geometry existed. for some centuries before there

occurred. any- effective advertence to its metrical supposi-

tions. More generally, it seems true that prior to every

correct logical foriaalization there is a sufficiently uni-

vocal c	 ation of insight a l that this prior coraraunica-

tion gr• -,:;xult of only non-technical discourse but also the

possibility of discussing the adequacy or inadequacy of any

formalization, and that from a pedagogical viewpoint the

correct procedure is to begin by communicating the insights.

To turn from logical to metaphysical considera-
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tiort s t I had best begiyy by erplaining a probable paradox.

For I think it likely that I may succeed in persuading

some positivists of the existence and validity of meta-

physics yet, at the same tine, drays; from hitherto convinced

nie.taphysiciLrys outrazed protests that I have l,evorything up-

side down ti --11 iryi;.le out. To elucidate such a bewildering

phenomenon, it	 be helpful to recall Aristotle' s dis-

tinction between. the causa essendi ( the noon goes through

tleese phases, because it is a sphere) and the causa coKngs-

condi, (the moon is a sphere, because it goes through these

plyases). Nov. the traditicnal presentation of metaphysics

has been in terms of	 causa essendi, and only incident-

ally has the inverse relationship of the causa cognoscendfl.

received attention. But in the present work the -whole con-

ception of metaphysics is dorinated by the causa cognoscendt;

and while the labor of vatting a supplementary volume would

reveal in detail the equivalence of the two presentations,

still so great a labor would be superfluous for anyone

willing to attend to a rather brief argument.

us sup pose that metaphysics is a science

and that	 scieilc ,.:-1 is efIrta rerum comitio igr causal. Let

us also suppose tLiy,t, there exists an ontologically structured

metaphysics, that is, that there is a department of certain

knowledge of things in vhich, In all basic instances, the

ground or cause is a save essendi. Then. either it is or

It is not possible to explain bow the ontologically struc-

tured metaphysics is known, If that explanation is possible,

then the ontologically structure0 metaphysics in'.1 7 ts entirety

is deducible from a ground or set of grounds in which
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regularly the causa cograosce -41 is a ssigned. So on this

first alternLtive tbo or_Aolo.gically structured metaphysics

necessarily supposes an epistemologically structured meta-

physics. But on the sQcond alternritive„ on which one cannot

know hov; the oatcrluically . structured 'le -taphysics is known,

there arises a seri es of raisconc(3rt:Lng questions. For if

one cannot kLiovi i -levr it	 known, then there can be no method

of metapilysi=t	 ea.s ► to claimed that results are obtained;

but it cannot be sagL ested that anyone can know how to go

about obtaindag, them, kzain, If one et.Annot know how the

ontoloacall str.uctare-d metaphysics is known, there arises

the suspicioi that it i s not known but merely asserted; for

if one cannot now how knowledge is acquired, how can one

!mow that it is vosse.-.ss,ed. 	 a..z; mill appear, it is

possible to axplain	 t hov mathematics is knovin, just how

natural science is lelowm, just how common sense is developed,

just 110W beLiefs are acquired and spr<iad. It follows that

the unkriovzable g (31105:IL of ontolog ically structured meta-

physics can have notiling in. coin:ion with the genesis of mathe-

matics, nothing in comr:.-loa with to gemesis of natural science s

nothing in coramon -with tile genesis of" common sense, and

nothing in con 7 .ith the genesis or belief. Indeed, even

though inyst:leal ► oviledge and extrai...sensory perception have

not been expluiried, no one claims tht.z.t they cannot ever be

explained; and so it wculd follow that the unknowable genesis
I

of ontologically - structured metaphysi-cs is even more -.,.;~-

scrutable Ulan mystical experience and extra-sensory per-

ception.                  

Zn briefo. wthile there is a certain novelty to                                                                
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Tay approach to nietaplysics ) the novelty lies riot in the

principle but in the achievement. The notion of the causa

comoscendi is as old as the notion of' the causa esseldi•

If an ontologically structured metaphysics can be knovn,

then the activity of kaowing it can be kalovin. If that activ-

ity can be known, then the activity supplies a premisA from

vaich the known can le deduced. Thought tle deduction is Row,

3til 1 it can be rejected in principle only by affirming in

principle that metaphysics cLer;Lot be nethylical, cannot but

be suspect, cannot but be classed as nore mysterious than

mysticism	 era- .Ansory perception, Such consequenc es

are no more aceept.abae to the metaphysicians of the present

than to those or the past; and so one is (11717.111 to accepting

the first caternative ) namely, that oiie cannot affirm an

ontoloO.cally structured metaphysics wit:lout supposing

(I do liot :;ay Hwithout lolovingy) an epistemologically- struc-

tured metaphysics in villich everything nay seem, especially

to the routine mind, to be inside out. awl upside down be-

cause the argument runs not from the cause e send!, but from

the gkusaL COFMOSe_priti.•

Our aira, than, regards 1) not the fact of know-

ledge but a discrimination between two fzuts of knowleigo,

2) not the details of. the IC110Virl but tlie structure of the

knowing, 3) not th.e iinovint; as an object characterized by

catalogues of abstract properties but tic appropriation of

on& s olA1 intolL:ctual alai rational self—consciousnesa,

4) riot a sudden leap to appropriation lout a slow and pains-

talciag development,. a.,id 5) not a development indicated by

appealing either to tile logic of the as Tot unknown goal or
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of pure gold vii.th_out melting it down? Vhat accounts for

a wheel beins ro..lnd? Yhat is arithmetic and ho7 , does one

go on to algebra? in each ease, there is an appropriate

e or. set of image tha t, urvier the stress of inquiry,

results in a,. insight that eruresses itself in some formu-

lation called the- answer.

1(y.• attc.1-ntiao has to be directed to a quite

different	 '.;:lvire is the question. There is the anmer.

But the answ-,:,,r cc•nsists in sho ,;:ing the question to be mis-

conceived, and it. is grounded In an in sight that 1 ,,rasps why

the question, as conceived, cannot be ansrered.
44.1404) •

4•1 	 fLos7 big is the square root of tyro? Clearly, it

is greater than one, for the square r 	 of one is one;

and it is less ttaan tv.o, for the square of two is four. It

would seen, th-an, that it is some improper fraction lying

between ore t nd tvo.

Nov an improper fraction is the quotiAlt of

Some positive integer divide<1 by s013:: other, smaller

Positive integer. Koreover, jt iz al,'ays possible to /*e-

00	
Multiplying ac -ross by N and squaring, -011 e obtains;

where M	 ! TT ar.: poAtive integers with no common factors,

It follovs that lig nest be an even number and so twice,

common factors. Let us supo-o,;e theft, that:

duca such a fraction to it s lvrnst terns by removing all

say, P.

- 26
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Ilubstituting a.nd dividing, by two s one obtains.

N
2 2P2

so that N also mu:A be an even :limber, which contradicts

the asslimptiorx that, all co.nlon far_!torL.-,	 e3.iminated. It

follows that there is no Hra+ .:io:ialn fracti -,n, hi/U, that is

equal to th-? square root of two. llo'roover, since any recur-

ring decimal cm-. be rfeduced to such a fractio, there is

no recur .:-.;ni..-; 1. eft al equal to the square root of tin. How-

ever, one cLill apply to 21 the ordinary method for taring

the square root, and so it remains that th5_ -_, square root of

tI7o will be an infinite, non-recurring decimal. Finally,

the foregoing are,uny3nt can be generalized and applied to

any surd. thus, if

34 2 342

then 3 must be a factor of M, so th.at M can bo replaced

by 3P, whence, It will follov that 3 must be a factor of N.

stio,,y„Cak.e..

4.2	 Agati, to raise another, similar question.

How many points are there i a stra.ight line one inch long?

ClrNArly, the number must be very large, for a point is

position vAthout magnitude. But, at 1:-)ast s one -would be

inclined to say that there are tvric-e as many points in a

straight 11 rte t;..o inches long as in a straight line ooze

inch long. .5t ill, that would be erroneous, as appears from

the following construction. Let the straight line, PQ, be

perpendicular to the straight lines, OP and Q11. Let QR be

twice as long as PQ. And let OXY be a straight line cutting

PQ in X and Qii in Y, 

- 27 -   
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Men, from the construction, it if.; clear that for every

point, Y, in QR, there is a cori'esponding, ditinct point,

2, qh PQ. Indeed, this remains true if one produces QR to

infinity in the direction of h. Act matter there Y is taken

on OR produced, there is alvays a co.,:responling and dt3tinet

point	 in PC. aync?., there Lire as many points in an

of strai4:ht line as there r,re in tvo inches, or in a root,

or in a mile, or in as rnany light-years as yp,i,

Howevor,	 hcve not met the question. V'e have

said there are as many as 	e have not said how ntem.

Accordingly, let us distinclish between the counted, the

countable, end the nen-countable. J. set is co . ;ated iftetin one

says it contains 11 members, 41 -2:re N is some positive integer.

A set is co7mtable vhen it mri be ar,-alved in same determin-

ate order that contains all its members once each and only

on.ce; for then there can be established a one-to-one cor-

r ,::spondence between the !pullers of the set an-J. the positive

intele -rs. Finally, a set is non-countable when it is: rtot

post: ible to establi sh a one-to-one correspondence between

its members and the positive intage.rs,

It is to be aot ,.:ed that by "co(mtablen is not

meant th? pissiti.:.ity of finishinp, -, the counting. Thus an

infinite series, such as

1/2, 1/4, 14/8 s 1/16, •••••• •
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is countable, fortt., 11 its members lie in a determinate

order and so can be 1o.laced in a one-to-one correspondence

with tk' positive integers. Again, an infinite series; of

infialte series of elements is enentab.7.e„ for all its ele-

ments can be recar:led as lying within a single determinate

order. 'Pius, the r ,)ciprocals of the nth po .,!ers of the prime

numbers form an in fi:lite series of infinite series. Their

elements can be arranged in a column of mins, thus;

1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16 .. I t SOO

1/3 1/9 1/27 1/31 Of fie •••

1/5 1/25 1/125 1/525 .. 00 •• •

1/7 1/49 1/343 1/2401......•

and any column of row can be counted in the follovirig

manner :

1 2 5 10 17

4 3 6 11 etc. ...

9 8 7 12 etc....

16 15 14 13 et e f e b e

Thus, any infinite: series of infinite series can be assigned

the order of a .slc...gle infinite series. It follows that an

infinite 13	 or infinite series of infinite series can

be arranged in a column of rows and so can be assipied the

order of a single infinite series. The theorern ‘ caa be re-!

peatect. indefinitely. Thus, co..vider the rational, proper:

fraction s;

1/2, 1/3 2/3, 1/41 3/4, 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4(5, 1/6,

From this infinite series there can be derived an infinite

series of infinite series, for one enn take, first, th.e
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square root of the lot, then, the cube root, then square

the cube roots, then take the fourth root, than cube the

fourth roots, ete....r.kni:, as has been shown, this inflriite

seri9.s of infilite series can be arrarred in a sin?Le series.

Once this is done, one can use these new terms as pov,ers to

be applied to rive rational proper fractions to derivo a new

infinite	 .3rics of infinite series. This can be arra.ngE., d in

a single series, applied as por,ers to the rational proper

fractions, yield a nev, , infinite series of infinite series"

etc..	 etc.}

From the foregoing it is clear that any infilite

set is colntable, proviaed it is possible to ,assign some

order to its members. It iz also clear that a non-countable

infinite set mast contain such a multitude of members in

such a manner that ordering them is impossible. Such is the

case. with the poi.nts in a straixht line. Thus , in tIte line,

Qli, it is impossible to pick any point, CI, t.hat is nearest

to (;'; fox ho'. ,Aver short Nil may be, it contains as !tinny

points V. :3 there are i i a line az long as yo:. 	 or is

there any use trying to proceed by dividinc the line, For if

this could	 7.oriu in an orr3erly fashion, than on , -

appe.aling	 are	 series of all the raunbers greater

than zero an ; less than trilty. But	 rano:e of numbers is

a 11011	 ihfinite .-L-7et, for it canf!ot be arraured in

a single order. Suppose tlIere r!ere some singLe column con-

. taining all the Infinite decimals. Then c.!onsider the diagonal.

It is al .ways possible to co:lstruct another intfinite decimal

that differs from the first infinite decimal by the digit in

the first	 from the second by the digit in the second.
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place, from the nth by the digit in the nth place,

Therefore, the initial asslimp -::,ion is false, The column

did not contain all the infinite decimals. There is, then,

no single series that contains all. the infinite decimals

and so the infinite decimals are a non-co -,..mtable infinite

set.

how many points are there in a straight line

an inch lon g? There is no ens -vier, They form a non-count-

able infinit, ,11 set. They do so, because they cf:Jnnot be nlaced

in a sin;:l order arid o c-innot be correl6ted in a ore-to-

one corxestritlice ,.4'ith the positive integers. ilow ever,

they cbn be placed in a on-to-one correspondence vith other

non-coutable infinite sets. Thl..L4 there are P.' many points
An",

in a inch as in a toile or " a light-year or in as litany light-

years as you please. But that, does not mean that there• is

some determinate nuriber of points in a.n. inch or in a mile.

Much less does it mean that some smaller number is equal to

a greater number. There just is no eumberin, no counting.

Itnfi there is rio numberinT.,, or co ,inting beau se there is no

possibility of effecting an order, a system, an arrangement.

One might think that this exch-aston of rumber

end of orde• blocked the mathematician. En fact, it gives

him a	 lease of life. net	 the matracinaticiants con-

tinuous 1.‘itiction? In the elementary case, it is a one-to-

one co•r ; ^ 'er -::: between non- countable infinite sets.

Moreover, since such a correspondnee can he set up between

an inch. a:id a foot, or an inch aryl a mile, or an Inch and a

C c ' •
	 •



    

light-year, or any intermediate or still odder pair, since,

visually, length is independent of the, nu-ler of points,

the mz:;.thematicicta c in develop the infinitesimal calculus.

But he does so, not by finding some order in the non-coy 7nt-

able infinite et a but by develo4ng a tech,lique of getting

around it. This tecITI:ique is named proceeding to the limit.

Thus, COI-Vide:1 the cmitlaunlis fonction, y	 x"2 .

It is a function if, for every value of x, there is a cor-

res -poAing value of y. It is a continuo-4s function, if

the valrlet.-3 of x are a non-co - 7,ntable infinite .t7et o

Uor; as x increa3es,	 T'lkl t increase ore ra;nidlx^

for it eq-nel::: 	 sp,are of x. hence,	 one

move: from	 .11.t to point along x, One must move more rapid-

ly from paint to p -lat along /. ore over, ti,a farther one

advances alonK x, the greater rnu.;t to on et strides along

there are rio pointy1 . omitted along; x and tere fire

no p7)ints omitted along v.

0	 What, Val; is the ratirl of the ilicrem.,nt of / to

the increme;It of x ? Clearly, if x increases by some slight

amount, h, ,y

(x + h) 2 -	 x2 2xh + h2

Hence the ratio of the corresporv.iing incremeat of v to the

incremalt, h, or 7: will be (2x +	 The, smaller the incre-

nia: . it s la, the nearer	 the ratio to 2x. In. the limit, it in

exz:tctly 2x.	 if the limit o -f thy, ratio of the incre-

ment i i v to the increment i!!	 is de voted. by the syMbol,
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dy/dx, tn.:A besides the initial flLnction s,	 x2) we

also the derivr.tive flAnction,	 : 2x.

Now that is this bur.:ines13 of proce ,--dinif, to the

limit? Th.erc is said to b a limit, 13 ) tr.-) a. non-leternirpld

quantity, C, if ?le lifference of	 frnr,) P c:rt bemEle small-

er than any H....rlber one cares to as s1l7n. Tillt CbC)Vet by malt-

ing the increvent, h, smaller atil smaller ) On'? can Tait: tl e

difference of (2x + h) from 2x as small as vie

this is only the concept:al formulation of th procedure

of taking a limit. .1Tha t is the unli erly 1147 	 ip:ht? rat is

the iliage that th iv1 	presitppoc,:?sd?

C1e(.:171y enough their.it,..ge will differ in liff'f)non t

ca!?.-s. Si1ir1y , the 1ight i11 b r cie' i :Jiff

mannerr;. But the peculiarity of VII lii iih is that it

grasps, not that something is to somr.,..., point ) but that sortie--

thing is besicle th.e point. io mLtt r ho 'r snail h is, them,

is	 .1 , 1,-countable infinit set of v 1ie boL ,..,een 2X. and

(2x + h), They are non-countabla b•en o tl-ley defy :i , r-ange-

ment, orl-er,	 t;:m. They thi btt	 rif;pect

of crvit.13,:im)s	 f7111C!ti7t3s DLit '.hat

o:le i trvL	 to do in mathematics .) is •to rAtch th s7,-sten-

atie, If that i all o:, waits,	 can direaril the nol-

systematic, One can Lap over tile -hon-cmtable infinity

because it i.	 fthout orler if oihis a din is to cra.:p just

that admits order, iigaie, the ratio of th ,i; increr?lt of /

to ti:e incr,a—nt of xi any of a .non-co71 -itable

set of wilues. But the, limit of ?;i1.:it r.it.11.0 is unique. It

can be ..letermined systematically, it pert-aims to system.
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4.4i
filen one comes to thin't of it, we have been

s sort of thiry all along. The nrin 4)1e-s of dfts-

plaeement and of specific gravity vierdd riot enalle Archi-

nlecles to det=,, r0ine that there vas net,hing but plir-9

croon; they would enable him to L--,ay merely thzt these

vias extremely little el e. Again, the definition tlf the circle

veld no attention to the size, the tt: -:ight, the strength ., the

origin,	 materials, the purpose of the cart--th eel: o'n the

contrary,,	 :!-:!nt off to a realm of the non-imaLginable 	 ere

Taints h&tve position without rnagli -tude and lines "halm

-viithout thickness, Finally, the transition from arithmetic

to alg ,ebra did not corsist ire p,,ying clop,er atten tion to the.

things one might count by the positive integer En it con stst-

ed. in deserting the good, common senn;e notion of alding an:7

in developing a new notion that Ecve a meaning to t../Id lag

nue ti-ve numbers, multi)lying froc ti on.: L:ryi dointg other

thins tino: h:Ne no prima facie meaning,

It is time., tin, for Is to rrifl ,ect on certain

general a: ,. 7: -.1ects of th--:! process from Image through in-

F.,iht to c-ynception s, aQi3 so 	 had best begin a nevi

sect ion.

5. /	 Tiv?	 arn:3. c onceptions moultirlr

from. ins	 l',•071:	 ly are abs tract. They E-).b.,:tract frr-o the

irrelevant, the in::: ignificant, the negligible, the in-

cidental ,They concentrate :.iron the relevant, tine significant,

the impo7tant, the essential.

But qi.at in the relevant, the siclificant, the

important, the es:.;ential? The anmer depends istai ,113ate3.y

-	 -
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upon the insight, or set of iasixhts, grolnding th suppon-

lag, considering, tainkin, defining, formnling. Iltimate-

ly, one 'Al1 sr that the W1 v.er TAds on v'hich in 	 ht,

or sot of insihts, is	 110t yet rei.17 to

tackle ultimate questiorv,. Accordingly, we have to cknow-

ledr.?, for the p .t. , rent, that th r levent an 1 tlp irrelevant

the significant an , I the inisi::lificaht, the iirportant end the

negligible, the essential an ( inci lental, vary ntthon..1 1 s

11hts. `;,hat at one time, oae tuiiiks important, lat-!r, in

the light of fuller iry ight, one will thinc unimoorteut.

Inversely, -Wt one used to think insignificant, 	 one

may thih:	 and whi t ma;tes the difference is the

advent of cur ttr insight.

Still, even for th present, this relative pro-

nouncement is not the whole story. For if we restrict our-

selves to the ihAghts possible in mAtheme tics, phyvic,

chemistry, biology, sensitive psychology, anl such scinces,

then there are elements or comeinents in sensible ,iata nd

in images that alvi ys are regarded as irrelevant, insignifi-

cant, negligible, incidental. Such elements or ccynnoneitc

be named. the empirical reFidue. They are givin as a matter

of fact. Bat they are al lays disregarded .hen one e. -yonceh-

trates on ,,vhatever one happens to thins esLential.

On fonr aspects of this emOrical rii.ue , erne-

thing must	 be said. They are 1) the 	 the

continulm, 3) oLwe and time, and 4) the actual fretOancy

of events.
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5.1	 In IviTeality pc--,rtklins to the empirical

residue. For whenever we uncle -stand anything, we would

understand an exactly sillier instance in exactly the

sane fashion.. A different unierstand -inp.: t-ol!ld presuppose

a difference in the data, It .,;o111d presuppofe the uossilnil-

ity of sayin.g that the previous understanding would do, wone

it not for this aspect of the object. But, ,ex hynothesi j

there is no aspect in which the second object differs from

the first, anal So there is no possibility of a different

One may learn sometidng new viler) one tarns

to the second object but one automatically learns it atout

the first object as ∎Nell.

Thus, a first raoto+car off the assembly line

may be understood in terms of certain principles of con-

struction awl of operation. A second motoi ► car,' similar in

all respects, c nriot but be understood ire exactly the same

fa sh i on .

iV or is the issue changed essentially when one

understands instances that am unique, In this case, there

is no possibility of apprehending a second object and unler-

standing it in the sane manner. But there is the posr , ibility

of apprehending the same object a second tine: the data in

the second apprehension will be similar to those of the first:

because the :.iota aro similar, the understanding has to be

the same. The fact that the similar data are of the stole

object does not alter the underlying prirlciple that our

knowledge is so constituted that similar data have to

suit in similar insights with the consequence that, ix-hat is

grasped by insight, is independent of the individuality or
- 36 -
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the data,

Thus, if tit 0 development of all life on this

planet	 comprt-:....?nded in a single evolution, there Wo!ild

be no remainder or Life on the planet to be understood in

either the same or eiifferent fashion,. The, 	wonld

be unique and unparalleled in our experience. None the less„

the under stauding toad cons t in grasping principl es and

laws in the combinations suitable for riuft;terini,4 the enormous

ranges of data, while knowledge of the unique insteri ce viould

consist in obse -rvin the data to be understood.

.AL7ain, that is grasped by insight, may bn rl 7?.d an
:dry,

idea or forta emergent la seasible presentations or imagina-

tive reprosenta tans, But it is one thing to say that grasp

of such an xri va O T :Corm is knowledge of individuality, and

quite anotil.;:lr t n zay that vl.thin our experience there is

found only 011.t: instance in which the idea or form 	 be

grasped. If grasp of the idea or farm wire kno ,,, ledge of in-

dividuality, tilon the individual -vm.41d bw knotn by under-

standing ead it v,- euld not pertain to the empirical retAdue.

But th ,,; mere face that in some	 ces there is but a single,

observable ihstiace, in v.hich the idea or form can be grasp.

ed, provides no evidence for the intrinsic intelligibility

of individuality.

In brier, nothing is explained by sayinr that it

this instance. Lrive.sely, in t.-o far as we grasp explana-

tions, we ._snow not instances but ,hat may or may not be

fouvol in inilividriaL ins tanc.es.
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5.2	 The continuum pertain: to thi.:? 	 resilqe.

A
rt,,t Ala," iyv.„,m, Let

	

	 with a	 1, variable,	 will be sail

c istinuou in th':•1 rart:.- a G x <b, if the vlu.:2s of

X .1	 part of t-ne rang 1 fern 'IC)	 tFi'01(4

0144-	 .;	 t, a fun.c tion f (x),	 1.11	 sL,,ir3 to be cfr itinuous

in a	 r,? if a)	 ti, mous in tlu re rly) and 2) for

every	 t.i..!(!t.; wine of x tyre is a corr. , sporilin-

Nrlue of th finctioh. 	 function. possess

a Humber' of distie.ctive, propterties: hence, throu0 	 ver-

ificition of these di.,tinctive... properties, it may be -possible

to verify the exitenee of c•)atinuou:.; fl.ynetionF z)1 so eirl-

clu le to the exist :rice of continua.

Now a contiiuum, In	 defined and verifiable

sense (which does riot suppose a ho.r -t-countable infinite set

of observations) inclules ., ,,ht;t cannot be cointed bectpise it

cannot be ordered or syAemati zed. By this incluFion of the

non-systematic, a cotitintium clearly pertains to the empir-

ical re' idue.

5.3	 Place and time pertain to the empirical resliue.

f..;pat.e is a continuum of 	 posit ions. Tine is a

continuum	 i.o.j.v Huai insttants, to oo.,Ation is any other.

i\io instant 1:: any other. And of both there are non-co!rnt-

able infi2lite sets. But the in-diviJual	 Cne continuum

both pertain to the empirical residue. ;, , o also, then, must

place and time in their basic ;.. ∎ ,:pects.

Hence, when differint experimentws, performing

the same exnerimen t at di fferent places or times, obtain

different results, then no one dreams of e'xplai ► ing the

3
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dtfrerence in the resultIF by the differences in the plaw -k

or by the difference VI the time. Th? appv1 alis'ays is,

not to the place, but to sorie 4.-..hinr, is the	 and ,iot to

the time,, but to sryv ,?thiray, at tile tiNo.

Ind(!e(-1, if place or tin made ,any differencm,

then each place and each tl.rie Tonll have its 	 playAcs,

chemi3try, and biolou. For if place ';ere relevant, the

lays in one elnee	 not hci do lass in anioth(:.. If time

vr`- 4̂'Waiti reL1V tt , til 1a 44S t one time could net be the 11.i7's at

another. Partn ,..:r,	 e places and times are n: -.)n-count ✓ blo

sets, there ro:11:1 bo tyln-co-nitable sets of differr)ilt pLysies,

different	 tr le s l 	er eat biologies. Finally, none

of tho elements of these sets could be ascertained. For one

cannot set up a vhole physics, or a whole chemistry, or a

or sole biology, with tile observbtions or experiments ma 3o

at a point-instant.

Ho , ever, it iz; only in their bait aspacts that

place qc3 time .perta	 the trHpi rical rez.;ilue. A place

can be of singull,r importance, provided that importance_

r•ests not on a mere "there!' bllt on a "scycething thw-01 1 .

rHeil is the importance of the place occupierl by a central

ivIss in. a gravitational field. Th:Early, a time can be of

f.;ingular inroortanc.:0 0 provided its importance rests not

oil a mere "tit::::'' but on -what 21appi9ned then, :uch is the iza-

1>ortance of tile initial /moment in certain theories the

expanding universe,

5.4 	 Actial fre-quency pertains to the empirical.
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residue.

probability of tosing "heads" is 1/2. But in

any series of actual toses, on-e doz- not obta-in a rc-;,,lar

altErriation of it ieads/1 (=Ind"tails". B	 the probability

arid the actual frequency, there ix a divergence. Moreover,

this divergence is random. It cannot be reduced tp -;t:Iy law

or mitirated by any rfeasonable faxnectation It is non.-sys-

tem tic. It is to ba known in each c::se only by actual obser-

w ti on. It too porta ins to au 	 res

5. 57	et us nov, , recall an initial 1..-:,!:trtiction the

w;,s (lefincyl a. , tlayS irrelowat from thq

viev,'7)o:int of insi.Hlts in rwthernatics	 tared science-

t-.1:).s	 r,.n.,,t.riction imposed? Quite clearly, b7:cattse in

such a E,c2.1":!li':	 the theory of knovledge the notion of the

.emoirical rej.due attains a syst 	 significance. For in

a study of knoldledge . olte attends systematically, not only to

what is concentrated upon is abstrzction, but also to that

is regularly abstracted from. Theory of knowledge is a high-

er level science that taces as its materials thn -rhole of

the izlowledge in other sciences.

Indeed, the theoretical account of the empirical

residue	 of considerable significance.

It is because .insight ::bstracts from th=e individual

that science is of the universal. It is becau se science is

of the universal, that the obsetvat ion of. Similarities is

of such great heuristic! importance.

It LS because twig:int abstracts from the continuum
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by procefriLog to tho limit tht• t the irifinitesitnal

is such a qui ,que and p(merful instriment in	 e construction

of thoort es.

13)calse	 abstracts from place and

time that c.tpi	 zin 1 laws are indep-,?wiflrit of place a , v1

tine and thz,t the expressin- of principles apri laws is In-

v, riant with Toopeet to trarxsrormations of curtain grou ps

of coordinate systems.

It Is because irlst.ght ab.,,tracts from the rar:dom

di -verge -nee of the actLaal free': ency that probability theory

has its place among the irast-tif,le:Its of r-

ledge

Generally, corri......sponding to each aspect of the

empirical re i,(11 -1e, there r 11 1 be a romarzcably po% erful

tech. -do:le of Intelligence ir- :,}.4-/stering tie multiplicity of

se-Is :11)1e data. [info rt,mi.,.tely- 1 the discovkn7 of the technign.ls

ha to be prior to the determinttion of the complement-

ary aspect of the ethnirical re stlue. `or* while all aspects

of the enrlizical residue are g iven or this level of obser-

vation ; s t. i? . l.one can grasp them as pf!irtain.ing, to the em-

pirical res:3.(1 io only by uriders taraing the corresponding

techniques,

G
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INSIGHT 

CHAPTER II

HEURISTIC STRUCTURES

kp far our illustrations of in sight have been

drt ...4wrx from the field ofirnathematics. Tritc ,r,-43have	 ex-

amined the definition of the circle, the transition from

arithmetic to al!, i,bra, the distinction beUeon lifferent

kinds of i 1'5Aito ;:r...? -ts. It is true that r e "began from the

story of Arciiimedest discovery of princiRles of displace-

runt and spficific gravity. But then we 'ware coutent merely

to indimte the more obvious fea tures of in sight and made

no attempt to analyKe the precise nature of the origin and

development of scientific knorledge. SuCh an analysis must

11ONV be tackl-ed.

71, 0(44,C 4.41 	, „,,
	 ....

1.2 ,	 Galileolrs determination of the l ,aw of fulling

bodies not only is a model of scientific procedure but also

offers the attraction of possessing many notable similarities

to the already examined process from the image of the cart-

wh,'?ol to t'ne doftnition of the circle,

In the first place, the inquiry wis .rstricted

to the imanont intelligibility of a free fall. Just as we

ruled out of co!1:;.1.1eration th•e purpose of cart-wheels, the

materials from wilich they are made, the wheelvrights that

ma:Ke them, and th.e tools that wheelwrights use, so also
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That	 happening'? Con•icier the algebraic

procedure that ve are generalizing and observe the iso-

morphism,	 before we said, Let x be	 required num-

ber, now we say, Lot` l f(x, y , z, t)	 O v be the required

function, T;here before we noted that, thile the minute

hand moves over x minutes, the -lour hand moves over x/12

minutes, now we /,..ork out a differentia4quation that expresses

mathematically certain very genorel features of the data,

such as cons,	 indestructiThility, incompressibility,

homogeneity, and	 forth,',There before vie appealed to

the fact thbt at three of clock the hour hand had a fifteen

minute start ofl the minute hand, now we tarn our attention

to boundary conditions that restrict the range of functions'

tisfying. the differential equ ation.
zi..44 L	 ( ea_ •

2 9 5	 Place and time, oo 1 oss tht-,,n individuality and

continuity- , 1),):: , ta in to ttie eroi rical residue. It follovs

that the foh,ltion to be determined will hold indeofindently

of particular plants and times for, as has been een, par-

ticular places and times are, in their basic aspect, eon-

Untie of Ind ividual differences. ,

Thus, Newton' s first lav:: of motion is to the

effect that a body continues in its state of rest or of

uniform motion as long a n.o external force intervenes.

0	 This law !nig it be r..:-!i;arded as a positive corr -.?lation be-

tween zero acceleration and zero force. But directly it

regards constant velocities awl its contention is that such

velocities p-ertain to the c.-mpirical reside. If there is an

acceleratioil, mechanical analysis has to assign a corres-

0 
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ponding force. rf there is nm acceleration, then mechan-

ical analysis does not have to bother about assigning any

force. Like rest, constant velocity lies outside the range

of problems envisaged by Iewtonian mechanics. it i4 a resie.-

ual feature ttapt needs no ?ositive explanatioa.

Int.ied, the -re could be no positive explanation

of a eons -tar:it velocity. For it is mere ch.ngo of place and

mere chance of 	 One can account for change in velocity,

and one doe5; so by the lay:: of force. One night account for

the conservation of acquired velocity, but that would be,

perhaps, a philosophic question rather than a mchanical

one. But one cannot assign a positive explanation for every

element ta change of place for, since places cre continuous,

since a continAnn is a non-countable infinite net of differ-

ences, there would be needed a non-countable infinite set

of positive explanations for every instance of constant

velocity. But a non-co.mtable infinite set of positive ex-

planations is impossible. Therfore, a sinrle explanation

has to servo for the whole duration of a constant velocity,

an4 that is ,Irov.Ilded when 	 explains the acceleration

that tl -rTAn	 la the vonst,,nt velocity.

A-,rvr_, as is clear from its premise, the

point we an a4ing is MIlf'8 general th:A Newton's first ,

law of motion. The argument rests, -on the impossibility of

a non-c09ntall‘3 infitite set of plsitive explartations. If

it may under4odn ;Iewtaaian mechanics, it may also under-

pin Maxwell's theory of the electro-mugnetic field. Hence,

if we may use the tecln 	 formulation of the postulate

- 53 -
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of the Special Theory of Relativity, we amy'concltde that

tho mathomatical expression of the principles and laws of

physics is inva ,•ant in form under transformations from mte

set of coordinate axes to a -Aother set moving with a

tive cow-,tant velocity. (Seo Lindsay and ILrgenall, 101 f,
326 ff.).

2.6	 An even more general heuristic anticipation

can be set forth.

Me empirical inciA.rer measures end correlates

the resultL, of riL)LIJurenietIts to reach the functimas that re-

late things directly to one . riother. Ther' fallow s a prin-

ciple of equivalence for all observeT.s.

For, since the function sought relates things

directly to one another, ty3 relations of things to observers

are 'omitted. Because tho relations of things to observers

are omitted, the functions ctinnot, be modified by variations

in the rein .ions bet:veen the olververs and the things. Be-

cause there cannot be any such modification, the functions

must be the same for all observers.

It is to be rioted that the principle of mil-

nlence goes far beyond mere independence of particular

places and particular times. Colors as observed vary with

the position, velocity , acceleration, of the oleerver; ahoy

vary with thv.? intensityof the light by vhicb he viers them;

they vary	 the con.lition of his oyes, such us his noel

of spectacle aql hie possible color-blindness. But colors

as explained by a series or ave-lengths of radietim are

necessarily the same for ail observers; all conceive them

in the same fashion; no one is handicapped by oolor-blianess

— 54 -
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PIOT this principle. or equi_valence re'pv!sents a

property of the direct relations of things to one another.

Slick' a property can be eriployed as a premise to detirmine

what the 'relations .v4% How Carl such a pretriise be' fog. ulated?

A. partial formulation is to take the oriJi7in and orientation

of coordimite ares as representing 'the observ ,er, aryl to say
o-t-

that finctions, rtypresting, principlespe laws, satis-

fy the principle of e.T.livalence if thy rornain invariant

in form . .inder the gro ∎ ip of enti..nuous transformations. For

if the ob:.-erver moves about, he dots so in some contirluous

fag -Iliori.	 fonetions reprise atin, a s ,are independent

of any !:!=.1:11 ;notion of the observer.	 this inlependence is

guaranteed to th eia by their inva riance urvier continuous

transformations.

Lush is the postulL-..te of the General Theory of

Relativity, which has had some confirmailon f and of the

Generalized Theory of Grpvitation, which as yet has not been

put in a form that admits an empirical tests

Certain observations are in order.

First, scalars, vectors, and generally tensors

are quantities that terry be defined by .their transformation

properties, ThuE% a set of n quantities forms a contra-

variant vector if they transform according try t.h' same rule

as the difl'erentials of the coordinates. A OM of a quan-

tities forms covarivnt vector if thy transform in an

opposite nian!t.r to the differentials of the coordinates.

Cort.trawnt	 covariant tensors are sets of n2 and

higher orders of quantities that transform In a more com-

plicated but analogous fashion, iience, by expressing
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physical principles and lava in covariant form, autonatic-

ally there is attained invariance under the group of contin-

uous transformat ions. 'On the tonsor calculus, tho reader may

consult flr a br-iof	 secom." chz:ipter of G o e,

hieVittiel s Cosirtalavical rf:-..00rr, London 1937, klethuent s

Monographs on Pli,vsical 1.,ubject s o

Soxonilly, inwArin -2.(!e) will be obtained may in so

far a there are expressed tb ,.i rela ions of th. ja.;? to one

another, As soon a3 equatioris ar -3 made more stony_ iflc by

appealing tp	 erv:.;tional I.,ata of any kind, there is intro-

duced a ..1-1t.3rniiiltion from relations to observers; and then

izrvaritizic::^ is !Jr) 1011i;Or to be expected. Perhaps this accounts

for the fact tnut in the Ler.:_oral Theory of lielitivlty, the

equations remain inv,,riant only as long as the coefficients,

gkj re,oain irl r)izioe,	 Lin.1 say (Ind Ulcirgenall, p. 368.

Thirdly, tit:: Sarno consVleration semis relevant

when oa -.! attempts to unjerstand the apparent incompati-

bility or General Relativity , and Quantum Xechatnics. As will

appear presently- , Qua-Aura Meerulates is concerned. with ob-

servablcso It seeks formlatians of things in tikeir rIlations

to us ,.•. -hile General Relativity . rests on the relations of

.thing co one are other, and only in its apolicatioa s turns

to relations to 115 •

Fourthly, the b.euris ic si3;nificatnee „of the

princtipla of cJiita, iv, lance, interpreted as a principle of co-

variance, 1.5-: riot that it restricts the field of possible

laws but rat,U r that it gives r., ,-.1eteminz..4.te meat-ling tn the'

empirical investigator's preference for the simplest lays.

As A. Einstein lees alvaneed in_ his autobiography - (rAlbert

- 3 .6
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Eire stela, Philo,f4opher-Scientist,, ed. P.A. Sc

of	 Philosophers, 1949 and 1954 lie?. York, Tudor

Rib-Th.-Aim Company- , p. 69.)j,
any law co , i1 1, perhaps be ex--

pressed iu cola, ;_.'1.6,nt form 'but	 thin. th (-? P 3 trictio-, of

such Ea forte 0 ► cr_n begin by t--nr.1;ing otut the simplest 1a'vs

awl ,	 th'?;‘,/ fail,,	 ti the no re cfimpinx,

?if thly, of ilterest in th is e orinection is

Elastein I s cony _lotion	 aloa .nr••insufficient to

guide 'the (1..Nuit:ructive effo-ts of in tellig ence. There al so

is needed a for-pa principle that functions a3 l'oes the

t- i(JLT. ati.oil of Ulf.; possibility 01: a oerp , -; tinurn mobile,	 t rmo-

clyaamics ,	 a forf ► al principle ;Am;	 to-.}lieveri ht.? had

found in hi r	 otuli to of inya.rinace, fi z'stL in Special
MK.

RaLativ ty, , an t'r_11.i In General R	 iv ity . (See .hid. ,
pp.53, 57 69

Before we turn to the coon side ration of

statistical lay s, a summary :bull se-am to be in Trier.

After noting the similarities between mathe-

matics and ,mpirical in.- ights (la.) and the differences be-,

twesa them (1.2), we raised the qu. ,Js; tion of the origin. and

nature of th(_., clvas„ hints, suggesti on s that lead up to '

insight.

A s a clue for insiglit into clues we to the

solution of a ample algebraic probLe ►  (2.1) and proceed ed

to genaralize.

What is to be known, her th e insight occu rs,

is anticipted by the mere •fact or in dry- and is nsinei the

rinaLta -re of the "such as to* 10 " p the ', sort of thing,

56 -
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th.at, • 4. 11 .

Ent sin liars h(*.	 understood, fince, the

"uature of	 nay be :,;pecified by means of a classifica-

tioa based on Lsen sill.? similarity; 	 yeller; in -31 -ght occurs,

this 1,re1tairiar.:7 ;11as:111'i:cation	 yieLi place to a sys-

tematic account the t spaa_ks of things, not in terms of their

relations to our senses, but in terms of their relations to

one allot:her, Valls-, tiio "nature of„." i r ,:,pL..:eA by ti - L ,)

mora pre ci	 ata t	 oatioa o1 an un .,: ..ecified correlation to

be	 ed, of an. indeterminate function to be dot ermined

4(2.3) •

.11,111c:dons can bl let;rmined, not only by

enpiri	 li'Cisel'SS of reaciiing for,ulae that all knovn

measurernen is satisfy, but also by appealing to cruite ,r . eneral

consider-at ions arz.d argulag from them to differential ecua-

tiaras wh_ich -restrict th group of possibly relevant functions.

Quite obvinunly, both proce ,lures can be combimed and common-

ly are cm-ILL-IN:1 to obtala a scissors-like action that approach

es a solution both frog above	 v	 4).

Fartlaar, v,hea differices foi-ni a aon-cocint-

able infinitr3 si)t., as is the case •ith place and time, there

cannot 1.)c a disti.nct f:xplanation for each element of liffer-

once,	 e constiiat veloCity has to be regarsled. as resid-

ual arid, in Pet,, it is so regarded in Newton' s first law

of tdotion,	 inothematical expression of

principles and leivs has to be invariant under transforma-

tions be	 s7stem5 in accordance v:ith the pos-

tulate of .4 e aZ Valativity (2.5)

inasmuch as principles and laws express
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the reantions of things to on anotlaer and omit all refer-

cue. to Vivi relat,ion.s of tit 	 to ob:.- ecve s, it follows

that the tucthematical L-?.xpressioa of principles an laws :lust

be invi5r-iant in symbolic form indr..ir continuous transforrea-

tioas (2.6).

Finally, one nay add that th se considerations

supply only au ab:.-4tr.act E:Icheme.	 concrete inquiry t

are employed not	 bat_ together., As a science develops,

all that already is i<nov,r2 serves  to r,:?nrier more dot ,':!rtPinato

and prQcise tho general kaeDri stir anticipations that have

b?,eri outlined.
a '

3.0	 Th4) fact of laq al ry is .an anticipation of

something to	 ki-lown by undors andinff, iiit.hirrto, only one

type of	 ;11.t, 1 cipat don tkas boon consilered, namely, the

anticipation of a corr ,e1L:ttiori„ a function, a law, a system.

The investigator :Denatres, plots ii re.7. , ults upon a graph,

and expects to find a smooth curve or fornrila that will

be satisfied, not only by tho measurements Tie has made, but

also by all the r levant maslirements that he or anyone

else ever v,f_11 nice.

it is -well to encouraFe investigators in

th:.t expectation,  to tela them that, If they do not :discover

any la∎n.4 then ) perhaps,	 17 are men `;Urine the wrong things,
Um.

e(	 that they are not exclqiinr gorne extrarutons influence, that

if °all they are doued .imouth, some rill), someone will dis-

cover the rzilevant corre3attion, function, law.

Still, ea,:::curaf!,ement ,mast not be carried to

the point of I'Dcy:,:,tion As we have seen, there' is an empiriciO
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residue, and the insight relevant to it consists in grasping, not

the system to which it conforms, but its ultimately non-systematic

character. Hence, with respect to an aggregate of data or measure-

ments, the anticipation implicit in the fact of inquiry is not a

single assertion but 'rather a die junction. The anticipation is,

not that there must be come correlation to be grasped, but that

either there is such a correlation or else there is not, The

positive member of tho disjunction has been considered iii the

foregoing account of anticipations of the systematic, and now we

must endeavor to clarify the meaning of anticipations of the

non-systematic.'

3.1 The Non-Systematic,

To roach a classical correlation, furictim, rule,

Law, theory, system, there is needed an initial insight into some

particular case. By that insight one may master an indefinite multi-

tude of exactly similar cases. Still such universality is not enough

The significance of the initial insight is that it can lead to

further'insidits that master ever more dissimilar particular cases

until eventually one roaches a general case and brines under one's

control a definable range of particular cases. So Galileo's under-

standing of the free fall regarded, not bodies of some determinate

size, share, and weight falling at some fixed inclination from the

vertical, bat bodies of any size, any shape, any weight, falling

at any inclination from the vertical,

Now a heuristic anticipation of the non-systematic

implies, not a denial of the possibility of concrete insight into

particular canes, but a denial of the possibility of the abstract

generalization that subsumes a range of particular oases under a

general case. In other words, the non-systeme,tic is. not to be
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identified with.the non-intellicib.e. While the non-systematto

excludes the senerality of classical oorrelation.s, functions, Dales,

laws, theories, systems, it need not oxcinde the intellicibility

to be reached by inspection and insicht into particular cases.

For example, in a particulnr case, dice may be oast

from a determinate receptacle in a determinate manner upon a deter- ,

urinate surface; sufficient information on the case could be attained

with the help of a slow-motion film; insi-ht could analyze thd; total

movement into a seauence of mechanically homogeneous B taps; each

stage could be subsumed separately under known laws of motion,

gravity, air resistance, impact, friction, •nd elasticity; mat the

total movement would be no more than the sequence of the stases.

Still, dice oe.n be cast from any sort of receptacle, in any manner

whatever, upon any type of regu.aar or irregular, fixed or marine

surface, There would be no point in attempting to repeat the above

laborious procedure for the infinflty of particular cases; and. if

oasting dice is a non-systematic, tiler() exists no General caste

of the classical type to provide an alternative to a pointless

repetition of merely particular- inventications •

3,2 Letitia Frequency.

Where classical generality falls, sto.tistioal

generality may be sought.

Let' us say, thea, that there an exists an aoUtta. .

actual frequency if, from some determinate antecedent, 0, there,

always follows one and only ono of tho alternat-ivea, P, Q, R„,.#.

For in any n occurrences of the antecedent, 0, the alternative,. I",

will occur on a determinable g occasions, Q on g, occasions, Et on 1,

occasions, etc. Accordingly, the actual frequency of in

L....._1 ,
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tittirre'sk sW•r,

a given .1 occurrences of 0 will be yin, the actual fre-

quency of Q will he a/n, tray actual frequency of It viill be

"Za p etc., so that necessarily

n	 p	 q	 4-	 r	 •..•••

Finally, these actiaal frequonctos will be non-systematic

if it is .:lot -nossible to define an Op, Og t Or ) PI , (t ,

such that Pt always follows Op, Q' aLiTays follov's Oq,

al.-ays follows Or, etc. ) so that the indeterraimteness of

the altem8tives is eliminated.

It is to be noted	 then a set of alte -.-native

consequent s	 been defined ) then it is possible by com-

binations to construct further ,.cats of alternatives. Thus,

one can consider the actual frequency of the combination

"either P or Q", or of the combination IT' on a first

and Q (on tile second occasion", etc.ik etc.i

One may add at one that the t.ctiial fre.crlency

of a number of alternatives taken to ether As the sum o1

their actual frec:leneles taken separately, 'hw, the actliaa

frequency of "either P or gif rill necessarily be (p t q)/n..

Similarly, the actikil frequency of the total ,set of alteTn-

ativesbo a/n. or unity.

n	 20,14,4.
3.3	 Let us now generically define a probability

as the prowr fraction from	 actual frequency does not

diverge syF7ternatica1ly.

Th? definition posits an ideal proper fra*-•tiori o

which it names a )robability. It admits that this ideal

proper fraction will not be coincident with actual. frequen-

-- 61 —
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cies. It denies that the divergence betmeen the ideal and

the a,ct -ual will be systenw,ic.

Suppose, ror instance, that t-ie probability of

casti_mg a "six" v,.ith a sinele die is 1/6, Tton, on the

first s1.x throws, a "F;ixt , may occur twice ., on a second,

once, on a third, not at all, etc... The actual frequency

h.opos abut in random fasbionle the preobability always

reimaLTs th,: same l/6, Mere is then a divergence bet,%een

they a i:tual and th-,_) ideal. But this divergence is non-sys-

tenet is so that the difference between. the actual and the

ideal cannot be reduced to any rule or lavv.

Certain clarifications are in order.

First, the reason for the de2."inition is,

rterhais,, obvious enough, Actual frequencies are non-sys-

tentatic; they vary from case to case; axed their variation

is no -1; subject to any rule or lavr, But vrobability is an

ideal fraction; it is the same for every case of a given

kind; it is the represcAtative of the universal, abstract,

meces_sitating, systematizing tendencies or understanding.

Hence, if probability	 actual frequency coincided, then

eithel both VOUld be systematic or both would be ren-sys-

temati.c.. If they diverged ::nd the ciivergence vier:. systematic,

then the actual. frequency Wo!,11:.1 have to be the systematic

resultant of rite systeratio probability and the systematic

divergence from probability. One meets the requirements

of	 problem only if 1) the actual frequency is non7 sys-

temati.c o 2) the:; probability is somehow syotematie s 3) the

acttaa frequency may diverge non-systematically from the

protatility, and 4) th actual frequency cannot diverge

-'62
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systematically frt.-.)m the probabbility,

Secoa.11y, it follows that the probability of a

set of alternatives is the sum_ of th..-.! probabilities of

the alternatives taken singly. Fors a.s ioe have seen, the

actual frNuency of suet). a- set is the s-um of tile actual

frequencies of the members of the set (312) and, moreover,

there cannot be a systto::atie d ivergen ce between act ILL fre-

quency and probability, But th ere would be such a systematic

divergence if the probability of the sot were not the sum

of th.c probabilities of the ma -mbers of the sat. Accbord-

ingly- , one Anunt deny tibia con sev ,..ent a_n3 its antecedent to

affirm that the probability of a set of alternatives is

the sum of th 43 probabilities o f thti alternatives taken

singly.

T.E.11.7,.,117, a probability is not the mathematical

limit of a se -ries or act is l frAuericies. For a series of

ti.r.Ins tends to a naathernaticaa :loft inasmuch as j...it,nce

from that limit cL7in be arcade as sfr:.:11	 one pleas ris. But

actual .fr ,,,, queacies dio not corivfrge upon probability. They

hop about at random. They apyroach the probability only to

recede, instead of converg ink, tney liverg 9. But they can-

not raaite tti it diverge.lce -effective, .for they cannot get

any system into it,

Fourthly, thcpigh a probability is not a math.9-

matical lirrlt, th re are uriobjectiorlable assivilotions that

may be introduced so that tha non-l*rstmatic divergence

of probability- becomes virtually eqIiival.ent to tha cower-

gence characteristic of the mathanaticaL Limit.
See Lindsay and Ma rgenau, pp. 165 ff.)
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,	 on0 thinr to calculate the probability

Heart et, lc 	 tur_s •

Fifthly, our procedure v111 be to distinguish

two radically difrerint manings of the term, probability.

As defined, probability is an ideal proper fraction from

which actual frequencies can diverge but not syst e matically.

However, one also speaks of the probability of opinions and

than one does not mean that there is some fraction relevant

to the opinion. That is pTobability in. this second .srlse

and that is its relation to probability in the first sense,

are ques ions that must for the moment be postponed.

3. 4,

of throwing a "four' , with a sin0.e, unbiassed die, another

to make the same calcul.;,tion wizen a pair of dice are used,

anl a tiird, to do so when th ..? dice are "loaded". In all

three ca es there is the same generic elements actual fre-

quency diverges non-systermatically frrya th0 proper fraction

named pribz-... 7)i.lity. But this germs divides into three die-

tincl species, aril the "basis of th) division resides irk

the manner in v,Itich probability is etermined.

The first, spiTies is quiprobability, Its

conditions are that 1) when an antec?dent, 0, occurs, then

there oc curs one and only one of a c3et of n altenatives,

and 2) there is no systematic favoring of any of the 13

alternatives.. From the conditions it follow's that the..pro-

bability of the occurrence of any given alternative will

be 1/A. For were the probability some other fraction, say,

a/n o rhere a is less or greater than unity, then that al-

terntive could not diverge systematically from a/n and

so must suffer systematic discrimination, if is less than
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unity * or receiv ,e sys to-ma -tic favoring, if a is gr , :ater

thwl unity.

Thf3 'z)CC011a pies is a lerivative of th first,

Its col-It:Li-1ns a TO tilkat_ 1) when an anteezede,nt, 0, occurs,

then there oc.q!urs one a nd only one of a set of n alterna-

tives, 2) th:e!‘e le a sy- st „-Intic favoring of some alternatives

but 3) this	 fa-voring can be reduced to a case in

which there is no systematic favoring,

111.1'.18.	 a -pair or dice are cast, there are

eleven possible re:til_ts ,of ithich some regularly occur

More frequently tha...n ot-he rs. liow ,-.,er t this favoring	 be

elimin:t:-.?,d by consiideri_ng fae thirty—six alternatives con-

stituted by conb -;:n2.n&- e,aci-e of th:: sig .. faces of one die vitt'

each of the .91.1 of thte	 JO one of thirty—six alterna-

tives is favored in aLny- sListematic taanner, and so the s ,Tecona

species Is medic	 tr, tile first.

Th sccoiLdspc-!cias of probability is in-

vestigated at :length by-	 .;he ev.-theLnatical theory

of combinations, The bt 8i .1.1 formula asAi:;ns the protmbllity s

P s of r successes :In n tries, :then	 probability or

one success in one try,	 rormulL i4 orked out in any

i-J.Div with it the reader 	 find the

approxiimtiom	 ley La-place, Polsson o and Gauss.

The t'air-d =,c,;pecites doi)- not admit reduction

to the first or to trio se4cond. There is an antecedent

followed by one and. cad y one of a nail- systematic set of

alte!natives. But on	 anzot settle by inspection that the

alternatives are anti t heir respective probabilities neither

are equal nor are reclueib3.e to the case of equiprobabllity,

f?

so



where P is the operzitor s that is, a mattamatical entity
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Thus, when dice are loaded, some combinations might never

occur; moreover, the occurrence of any gtvma face or a

loaded die is not equal in probability \Atli the occurrence

of any otkier ft ce p for there is sow) s:Tsttic ftAvoring.

The third species my be de.:71ribed as involv-

ing a systmatic element which, howevor, does not succeed

in co':nletely eloninating the reults. There is a sytenle-

tic elellent, othL.?rwi',:e the alternatives nolad be equiprobable

But the systmatic cloment does not succeed in doinlaating

the results, fol' hey are found to be nor -systematic.

To e ,et the probl	 set by	 thirl t4r,ecies,

the relevant tethnique seem to be 1) to loosen the

heuristic anticipations for dealing with data that can be

reduced to system and 2) to compensate for this loosening

by introducing probabilities in place of precise predictions,

that -would such lio:Aening b,It First,

anticipaU.ons of the sv,tem&tie	 1) that the data ill

satisfy some mae law or 2unction, 2) that this function

will be a solution of trio diffe-qtial equations thy- t 're-

present general features of the probleft.L -2condly s these

anticipations can be loo: tined. Instead of expecting one

fuActioa to cover all the data, one nay expect a series of

eigenjunctions,	 , and a corr-Jspanding series of

eigenvalues, say i)x . Again, instead of ,expecting the

single functimi to be a olution of a differential equa-

tion, one may expect th,) eic . enfunctions and eigenvalues to

be tho solutions of an operator equation, say,
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that	 cs one funct ion into nnothar..

	

Triat	 4,) compensatinL,3	 -fo-reHt.oing yields a

set of ob:serva.b1 4)s • the eii;enviii 	 f)› ...rnose that occur

e probability,	 ey	 not a c ,1 --=.1r:

‘;,, 111 no t posL;ess nor ,: tiThrl ilelba- hility, else a

sy.o te;la t7.1c	 at	 111.,,er	 exasts thren soze

tate func.s.t .f., .)11 fmti 7.'.hich the probab i11tjes can be calculated;

and one itry	 tLw: eigentuncti-ons to lead to tho., dfiter-

Iiiim::tion of tL. state function,. toz iP tkiv succeed in

30..ecting the ob.servablc;3.;oro'e probability., they

be able to contribute to the	 tin of the res-

pective pi'obabil it ie 3..

Is tills- guess-work? Certainly .. it is not a rigid

deduction. On t4 e other hand, it i s no t purely orbit -

rary. It i t'rle fruit of an irisight bra se-d, upon clues 03.1re s

as is always tho.. case, the insight tak es one beyond the

clues ,'	 rmx...t be some looE-,ariing of szstematic anticipa-

tions, Tor th,2. (Rata dealt v..ith are only pazitially Urv.ier

inf lu,oac;o of 'i:hat onc! mign.t name a. szyst ematic component.

There taus t a same co ► pew.,ation for	 loos,:uiing, else

there would. be two conclusions at a.- 11 Ilu t the exact nurse

of the	 an i the compensating is vaided by insights

into pia	 arLd	 ekr tar s trangely,

the resul tirig pc-i3tU.L:ij.-,es of Cuarittua lie, olt_anics have proved

highly sui.)cles:srull.

	/ 4;7,"	 01, /C.""114.41414. "An••C
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3.5	 Summary.

Classical method is not contorxt with mastery of /articular

cases but r . :C)r ∎13 beyond thorn to the abotrnot c,c)anrctlity =pressed in -

o orrelat ions functions, lawa 2 theorion , ay storm llowovor, there

is an empirical resid.ue; part/0 ,11er canon can donnint in coino1-

dental mnnifolds of d.intinot lanto.ncon of coneLiall cases; and corros- ,

ponding to such coincidental manifotldn• there 1 no comma case

of the classical type. Still thin ne,y.),tion of syntemntio oneral.it3r

is not the 'location of all rimers:11%r. For if one cupponon data

to be involvod in the non—nynterantio r one ennnot suppone that they

divorce systematica3.17 Iron icleal norms.

Amonc, smell idert-1 norm the most familiar is the probability

of the occurrence of one of alterns.tivo ponsibilitios; and, the mode

of its determination also	 erubdivision, If there is

no syntematio favorinc of any of the altermtivoc, there, is equi«.

'probability. If there in _nyntero.n .l.:.10 favorinG thnt can be reduced

to or:nliprobo;)13.1ty„ Newt on 1 s- fornula -;:recraen tie relovant antic i^

Final2y, whoa they() in oyster:1:11;10 favorinr; that. oannot be

reduced to erlUiproliability, VIM. sone ope alai sitiona,tio ntructu.ro

Yon to be invokodo

More is, then, a statistical heuristic otructure and it com-

plements elm-le 	 structure. In any s-7.71.oetedt field of inquiry i

experiruents are t)orforniod, measurements are made, and the results

are tabulated.. In no far an the conoral intolLimibility of the

meanuremontn in systeaRtio, elanr.ical procedttre is relevant.

no far an the General intellicibility of the menntirements is not

nystematic„ F. probability function in to be southt.	 811100

antocedoatly the coneral intoirlicibility of rioanu.remonts may be

either SyrY, orilatic or non—cyntornatio, a goneval thoory of measurements.
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Dant onvAsaGe both altornat.ires. May I ask whothor this require-

ment, ratt'icw than 'Articular hypotheses on -no accuracy or the

distortinc affect of monsurAne, can be roaardod an the ultimata

basis of the insialt into alorators that is orforod by G. Tortuga)

in The Gonoral	 Thoory [nothuorie a Mono5ralhe

on. Physical Llu'4eata s London 3.951j?

May ftirtlier- auirxesticone bo made? As Lone an phyaiciste

woro enge.coet in introducing mar raoro complox modifications of

Bobror3 imar:e of' the atom, tilost wore ondoavorino to inbunt throup.

partiortlar cams to the concre,1 cum. non they docicled to limit

thteir enue.tions to observablos (Le., variables admitting expert.-

montn.1 oeitrol), they stlrrondorekl not: conorrlity but systematic)

Generality. AGatn, in so I'M an (luvntura Thoory rny loa an.id not to

offer iusiGht int.o particulpz oases, it suffers on that lower level

a perhaps irreinceliablb incouplotonoss; on the ot119r hand,_ inter-

preted as a ste.,tintical theory - , it pot:wooea fully tit-Jo completeness

of the non-systorantic Gonorn.1 cape.

If such pax.egeat1)xis rare to be tried out, it is not to be

forcotton that our account of -probability supposos an oxplicit

. P.AITOrtOTICE) to insiGht,, that otlaor accounts do not, and that the

other to* accounts not only peasass the field but also penetrate

tho inte:;:i .orotti.tion of scientific results. Only a critical ani

crea'::Ave ofiort o motiouloura oparatginG methorlological assumptions

from ociontiflo hypotheses, can dotoraino adoquatel,y the relevance

of the proccmt analyrnis to tiro probloms in uhiell scientists are

involved; or in the nimpler words of Einstein t s rather calebratol

rearArk, the eoLnitional thou.-1st has to attend *. not to what

seiontints tiay , p but to what tiltev do.
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Agaiii_tcLapla ter II.

ON THE UCE OF ail; TEFAS "CLASSICAL" 	 'ISTATISTICALft

In ordiriary usa i .;e, "classical', and II statistical."

are not opposed, The opposite to ' , classical?' is l'quantumn,

anl the opposite to ', statistical! is ' , mechanic* This

usageraby be illustrated by th< . fourfold classification of

1) classical nechanics (Newton), 2) classical statistics

(Boltzmann), 3) clua.ntum mechanics (Schro—dinger„ Heisenberg),

and 4 quantum statistics (Bose-lilinstein, Fermi-Dirac)

The trouble is that this fourfold classification

seems incomplete, For relativity mechanics is opposed to

classical mechanics and, while special relativity enters

into combination with quantum mechanics (Dirac> ) general

relativity seems as opposed to it as Einstein himself, Fur-

ther, if these complications are not to be negLoc ted, it

is necessary to go behind the terminology to a systematic

conception of the conceptions entertained by interpreters

of physical theory. As is obvious, however, the purpose of

this appendix is not to expound and to justify a systematic

vier but simply to clarify the linguistic usage that we

have :found convenient by contrasting its assumptions with

the assumptiorza that seem to underlie more common modes of

speech,

From our viewpoint, then, the fundarrteatal dis-

junction regards the interpretation of laws of the Newton

ian and Einsteinian type * Such laws will be said to be

interpreted concretely if they are taken to reLate imaginable
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terms.The same laws will be said to be interpreted ab-

stractly if they are taken to relate terms that are defined

implicitly by tho laws themselves.

On the first alternative of concrete interpre-

tation o the law is completely determinate in principle. It

is true enough tAat the law is expressed by a mathematical

foriaula of vile generality and that further determinations

will have to be added before any application to concrete

instances can occur. It also is true that the further deter-

minations cannot be deduced from the lay as a mathenatical

or as a physical formula. But on concrete interpretation

the law is not simply a physical formia; it relates imagin-

able terms; and because terms are imaginable inasmuch as

their various dimensions are assignalle, it follows that for

concrete interpretation the law is fully determinate in

principle.

Ho ;never, those that accept the first alternative

split into two groups. The first group not only affirms con-

crete interpretation but also affirms that concretely in-

terpreted laws of the Newtonian type exist, The second group

agrees with the first in admitting concrete interpretation

but differs from it by affirming that, if any such laws

seem to be verified, the verification is mere macroscopic

appearance. The agreement and difference of this first and

this second group seem to ma to correspond to the agreement

that unites and the difference that separates ordinary con-

ceptions of classical statistics and qaantum mechanics.

c
---.........-MIIMINIMMUMMIPMftwasI
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On the second alternative of abstract interpreta-

tion, the foregoines debate is replaced by a distinction. Con-

oretely interpreted laws of the Newtonian and Einsteinian type

are resolved into abstract and concrete comiionents. The abstract

component is the verified correlation of implicitly defined cor-

relatives. The concrete component is the schematic or non-

schematic situation,

The abstract component is determinate but not fully

determinate. It is determinate in its •ow -n abstract order as an

element in abstract system. But it becomes fully determinate only

when it is applied successfully to concrete situations. Such

application calls for two further typos of information: first,

one must know which laws in what combination are relevant to the

given situation; secondly, one must blow what numerical values

are to be sutstituted for the variables and general constants

of the abstract lava.

Now while there are well...known difficulties in

obtaining accurate numerical values by measurement, a far more

radical difficulty arises when one does not know exactly which

combination of laws is relevant to a given situation, for then
am'

is unable to go about the task of measuring in any orderly and

economical manner. Fortunately, however, there do cr.ist schematic

situations in which a happy constellation of circumstances and

an appropriate combination of laws have the encouraging implication

that the same laws will be applied over and over again in an

indefinite sequence. Such, for example, is our planetary system,

which has provided the most striking instances of accurate

deduction and long-term prediction.

Unfortunately, there also are non-schematio

situations. Then the task of applying abstract laws to concrete
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situations is at tlao mercy of circumstance, and the relevant

circumstances form a diverginG and scattering series of ever more

numerous and more remote conditions. For example, a plometary

system Inn a beginning endplay comp to an end, either event Can

occur only once for any Given 137atem; and then it can occur in

any of a .notable range of different manners..

Still the existence of non-schensatio situations, so

far sA from blocking hirsan intellirence, gives it a new invetus.

Statistical inventico. -tion incomes the key to an account of the

°morons° and. survivaa, tho timbers and distrilution, the differen-

tiation and development of EICh.olnatie situations. Classical anti-

cipation of the systomratic and. atatl f 	 anti.cipation of the

non-systematic cease to bo disparate altormtives. They become

complementary techniques in caininG insight into a universe in

which the thrust of probabiLitz onorates from the non-schematic

ever more numerous and rnoro developed in.stancoo of the schematic.

Accordingly, our contrast bet .woen classical and

statist led rents not on current lames but on their transposition.

On the basis of cognitionn.1 nnalyais the opposition between.. deter-

minism and indetorraintsth is sublated in favor of a more mauve-

hensive structure. Classical laws are reinterpreted no that

Einstointe differential ocruations are rega.rded o. not as statements

about e-vonts at point-instarts, but as mathematical expressions

of the sabot-netnews of c lassies' lain. Statistical laws are

reinterjreted no that im.detenminacy has its root in the abstract-

ness of classical laws., its factual ground in the existon.ce of

non-schomatie situationa l and its significance in. the type of

explanation associated. not with the name of Laplace but with the

name of Darwin.
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obserwtions to assemble into the conditions at some

nth remove for some specific event.
71,4,	 A-yrtrZ. 4;4,9.

6.53,	 Unfortunately, there* is no system to the

aggregate of concrete patterns of diverging series of

conditions for all kinds of events. Full and exact know-

ledge of all classical laws assures only a systematic

unification of the las. Such a systematic unification is

not an imaeinative synthesis. On the other hand, each of

the concrete patterns of diverging series is an iwina-

tive synthIsia. It follovs that singly and together these

concrete pattern are nen-sys,tmatic, for the totality of

systematic relations is included in the totality of ab-

stract laws.

Nov,. this general argumnt can be sat forth

in more concrete fashion inasmuch as the reader can be

offered the nnterials for two insights. Thy first insight

will be a grasp of the non-systematic in a familiar case.

The second will be a grasp of the same lack of system in

the aggregate of concrete patterns of diverging series of

conditions.
0

The familiar case may be dofinfid by the

question, 110 . many rays are there to cast a vflven with

a single die? One might attempt to answer this question

0	 empirically. One would get a high-speed camera, suitable

lighting, a transparent box, and proceed to take pictures.

Next, one we 11 study the pictures of all cases in which,

a "five!' was tarown and calculate the linear and angular

- 112 -
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momenta in c,, ach movement of the die, The more diligent

one was, the greater -would be the number of knorn dis-

tinct manners in ythich a "riven can be thrown. But no

matter how great one' s ind.ustry, one could hardly arrive

at the _point where one co' 11 say one knew all of the ways

in which a "five' , could be thrown vith this die from this

box on this surface. Accordingly, one would shift to an a

Priori, ;method. One would work out a formula that rave the

maximum and minimum initial momenta for tile last stage of

a throw, and the formula would contain constants the t re-

ceived different numerical values for different surfaces

and. different dice. From the formula one could lift all

the possible combinations of specifications for the last

stage of throwing a 'Inver', By introducing a convenient

sup1:2ositi:Dn to prIvent the list from containing a non-

countable inflaite multitude of cases, one could -proceed..

to the second last stage of the process: it would end in

any of the manners in vtlich the last could begin; and a

further formula would enable one to assign a multitude of

ways in vhich the second last could begin for each v.-ay in

which the last could begin, With this multitude of multi-

tudes cm onet s hands, one could turn to the third la st

stage, and so forth.

Now we haopen to know that thro•ing a

"five" is a non-systematic process, While each trovement in

the process is determinate, while the relations between

2liccast:i.ve movements are determinate, still these relations

ctamko4---in-sukurnad-uaderi-atty-r44,1-9-or-lawi The purpose of

the Peceding paragraph was, not to show that throwing a
-

• n 1
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vfive" is non-systematic, bat to grasp in that instance

of the non-systema tic some of Its distinctive characters

or symptoms. Our first discovery, then, was that an empir-

ical metnod of observation flcl analysis could reveal a

rat number of as in v,.itich the result might occur, but

it offered no 7ronise of providing a collelete list of all

the ways. Our s , -ecrnd discovery- was that an a priori 

method yielded an uc:rianageable variety or different Cons-

bitations of -1i.tinct alternatives. Even though distinct

stages of the process v..ere summed up in formulae, still

every possible couibinatiDn of numerical values satisfying

the formulae offered a diffwent alternative, and. combina-

tions of these alternatives defined the different ways.

Let us nor:: turn to the second im7A.gitt. Con-

sider any event, X, and let it be defined an a determinate

numerical value of some var 'able in soave classical Lir.

Next, consider all the laws in Ihich this

variable occurs, and list all the alternative combinations

of numerical values for the other variables in there laws

then the event, X, is occurring .

Thirdly, consider the different manners in

which eaeil of Lite alternative combinations may be approach-

ed.	 there are a variables involved and they may

have the numerical values, i ► 	vdien the event, X,

is occurring, than the a l l, c,	 specify one of the

alternative combinations. Now there are different combine-

tions•of rates of' change in these variables., such that the

rates of change are compatible and, as well, they bring the
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variables to the values, a, b, c„	 A complete list of

such combinations of rates of chanf:e, first,, when the rates

are regular, an secondly ‘illen they are not mould nerve

to define the different aperot,:ches to me of the alternative

conb illation 5,

Fourthly- , repeat the foreging performance for

all kinds Of events. Then, one will_ hay e vorked out all the

manners in -which one ma7:i approrich at all 7ossible combina-

tions of ra. to s. of	 all the altern at lvt-D combint t ions

of numerIca 1 val 13 for the other reLey - ant wariablef: 1-hen

-each. variaile in each law assumes every - p-lssible

value,

Fifthly, by comparing cliff ernt processes,

one cart draw up a list of incompatibLe ev- orts.

Sixthly, by combining corp ati.ble processes
C44"

in all possible manners, one Caa A tit,E,t4U.44.- di.verging

of po5it1ve conditions for all kinds of everts to as many

removes as Otte pleases.

Perhaps this is enough.. Orme is working

out a plan of setting up an unmanageable va rinty of differ-

ent combinations of distinct alternatives, the intelligetyt

procedure in dealing with such coratinat.,ions of alternatives

i5	 Ee	 edge their rion.•syst erratic character and turn

to the calellation of -orobabilities, For mt. a orioris

method of -or .itia.,:„ out diverging series or crin.ditions yields

the eonc-rel ,.A patterns that occur, not only in this visible

universe, but also in evf3ry- possible uzivor-se subljet to

the same laws. On the other hand, an a paserisori method.

vould be both impracticable and in.counclu.tiiwa•
- 115 -
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6.54/	 Lich is the argument in th:?. general case.

Classical is hold in the concrete only if

conditions aro fulfillc!d. To iTIVO IC9 the same or differnt

laws to shout that conditions will to fl..flfflled, merely sets

'kip a diverging series of c -)t -iditton.s. The .further one goes

back along the series, the more name -rotts 'become th o con-

ditions and the more they are dis7ersed riot only to space

but also in time. Even if one knee- the patterns or the

diverging series, (anci the fulfilment of all conlitions at

some ,nth remve, the only possible deduction roull be in

virtue of	 invers.;.. cDnver t7,ing sert3s. Finally, such

patterns forth	 :11:1-systr:rnatic acre,gate; they are an

enormous s ,4eri. 3s of different combinations of distinct al,-

ternatives; their intelligibility is reached, not by work-

ing them out in detail, but by acknouledging their non

systematic ch.. racte,r arid turninf! to probabilities.

at.P0-44a; 	 •

6.55.	 liovever, besides the foregoing general 	 case,

there is also a 9640,Je-"eviz particular cang. In the 11..st
it

analysis, the.yA reducesto the general case, But th last

analysis is not reaci-Aed at once and, in the meantime,

there is the possibility of the accurate deduction and pre-

diction of fully det erninate events A ccordingly, ve have

to define the particular case, slim' ho -vi it escapes the

logic of the diverging series of conditions, and finally.

argue that this escape is never eompleted.

Tlic particular case 'will be named a scheme

Its abstract Or tleore'tical component is some classical

lay or combination of' laws, suet that there arises a

- 116 -
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mutual flirilnent of conditions. Its concrete or factual

component is ;:lch a conjunction of things or events that,

in virtue of the law or lays, the co3lunction leads to

another, ti other leads to a third, the third leafs to

a fourth, ultil eveht3ally the initial conlunctiori recurs.

Ruch scheres may be extr7)mely simple or eKtremely complex.

They may involve any au ,:ber of intermediaries or, in the

case of the straiitht-fomard continuity, none at all.

Moreover, schemes mr.y be combined, FO that all will function

if anT one or Ufa or n function. Finally, sChemes may

?laerge in a conditioned series, such that th, , later become

possible vten the surlier are functioninig.

Th4 conspicuous exvsplo of the sche!7:4

of recurrence is of course th ,� pinnetary system. But the
,1J

whole of rut:v(3 svras full of oscillat:ions, rythms, al-e
ternation, renraces, from the elementary procas 	 of

physics to th'.!, technological, economic, c . nd political

invention- and routines of man.Finally„ v%:i;en such patterns

of recurrent: activity are suirlitted to analysis, they are

found to ihTolve tne two ele:J-:rats of a scheme, the theoret-

ical compolieut of interArelated laws ani the factual com-

W266 of a conjunction that through the laws brings

forth its ov!ll recurrence.

Clearly, such scheites do not suppress

the Principle that no event is unconditioned. or do they

prevent each event from 11:.ving many conditions. ion the

less, thoh the diverging series of conditions remains,

it has beer, brought to heal. F(r - the scheme itself takes

care of it r ,Dositive conditions, all of which are included

- 117 -
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Iiithin classes of events, and every event within the

classes keeps rcurring 'ocause the others do in a per-

petual vicious circle.

is, th7:a an escape froT ti -y! unpr41-

dictability	 in the diverging serieF, of crlditiolc.

Were astronomers merely in possesnion of full and eact

klia,iiiedge of all lu,:tu -;-al laws, thy still voAd	 stnek

with their 3-body problep, tfut.t is, vith th , ,> task of find-

ing a general soluma to this problem of dutermiaing the

trajectories of three bodies rhen th-ir initial 7ositions

and inownta. - :e!‘e Riven. In alct, antrol -tmery operete in

the light of ai inazinative Eynthesit;1 Ptolemy's mista!cen

intaltnative syathesis yielded fair reults: Copernicull

imagintive synthesis co.rbined with a more accurate

knwriedge of laws enables men to predict with renak3ble

accuracy the move2ents, 	 meroly of three bodies, but of

the sun, the planets, their satellites ) the comets, and

even asteroids.

this escape is not complete. The

periodicity of OUP elna9tary system offers no guarantee

against internal disruption of its members or a7sinst the

intrusion of some external body like a bull into our china

shop. he planetary system secures its om perpetuity

only if certain negative conditions are fulfilled, and over

thane neitive conditions it exercises no control, Yore-

over, just as the planetary syst(41 is not a proof of its

on survival, so it is not the ground of its own emergence,

A scheme iz a ratter, not merely of a coribination of lams,

but also of a happy conjunction of things or events. That

•
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conjunction has to take place before the scheme can begin

to function, awl so the scheme has its orig.in in a com-

bination vnich it did riot generate.

liov: 0:10 might Like to suppose that, just: as

there are schemes, so toa there is an over—all scheme, an

ultimate imaginative synthesis, on wlizich tILere could be

based accurate predictioas of thl emergance and survival

of lesser schemes, Such_ , ,,.r•ould be the affirmation of

mechanist determinism, But, as we have seen., complete

and exact knowledge of all laws vmuld Inc:dude a systmatic

unification of laws t'ithout involving a inar inative syn,-

thesis either of the concrete , •folding of this lraiverse

OT of any other subj.?.ct to the same laws. Moreover, an

over-all scheme would Piave not only a. theor-etical eDn-

pnno t b conotituted by lays in combination, but also a

factual complcient, cow: ti tuted by an	 1 cor4luctiln

that th 	 itself co:ald not b.ring aboat.

Finally,	 issue beifore us is to be settl ed., riot by

what one miLht like to think, but by the evidence; and the

evidence is that the concrete, historical_ unrolding of

this world process involves a conspicuous u se of the

statistical techniques of large numbers ancl long inter-

vals of time. It seems to follow that tiv over-all intelli-

gibility of our world process is, not in ac cord with tbe

assumptions of mechan.is t determinism, but) in accord. with

some different view that assigns a duo place to statistical

laws, After all, ma chin es are constructedt 	 function

within political, economic and technological, schemes,

- 119 -
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SA4,e-E
and,Arlt schemes emerge, survive, and are superseded

-without systematic divergence from the probabilities,

tt.-r-3-4hP4r:
6,56,	 Vie have been endeavoring to indicate in pre-

cise terms both the indeterminacy of the abstract and the

consequent st i F:. ti cal re si duos.

Its brief, the indeterminacy of tie abstract

is the in_detertainacy of the blanket proviso, "other things

being equal". Classical. Laws are said to hold in the con-

crete, provided. other tlIngs are equal, but no one speci-

fies what the other thing a are or in vi-.t their equality

consists.

There is good reason for this onsision.,

For a fully determinate event in the general case de -cards

upon the fulfilment of a diverging series of positiire and

negative conditions. 'The conditions at each remove is the

series not only become more numeeous but also scatter In

space and time. Finally, the patterns of such dive` rg ing

series form an enormous, non-syrtenatic aggregate.

It is true that there are. schemes ol

recurrence, Geaeted any of a long series of suitable ini-

tial conjuncti.oxe; ., the operation of classical la vs

tend to repeat the initial conjunction inclefinitelzi, Still,

there is only a tendency and not an absolute necessit y,

for here too there rules the blanket proviso, other things
ItgerflreAj. 4+0 ,

being equal., or is there any evidence to support the

affirma4Aon of some ovee-.811 scheme to regularize the

emergence and the survival of lesser schemes - .

The general case, then, is the universal
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case. In the last analysis, events depend upon a non-

systematic aggregate of patterns of diverzing series of

conditions, Because that aggregate is non-systematic, it

ls a residue abstracted from by the totality of claslcia

3amrs. Because the non-systematic is the premise of statis-

tical inquiry, this residue may be named statistical.

Hence, the canon of statistic 1 residues znay be said to

affirm the ftoft-systematic character of the ag3regate of

patterns of di_vering series of conditions that govern

concret E:v.31117.

4 4 /4	 A "a
6,57	 k mathematical analogy may e,:ist. For cwt.!

binations or differential equatinn5 are liKely to be

soluble only through the introduction of :special suposi-

Cons and, even then, only by a alethod of approximations.

Hence, if on said that classical laws corvesponded to

differential edluations, that concrete problems de ►anded

combinations of such equations, and that the totality of

special suvositions and approximate solutions was non-

systematic, one would have in the field ofauthmatics

analogy to the canon of statistical residues,

4,4 7.)u.ey.,s0) ,
6 6/	 Finally, the canon of statistical residues,

In conjunction with the other canons of empirical method,

makes it	 to complement our account of the notion

of probability (Chater II, 
A
3) with a derivation of the

general characteristics of statistical theories.

6,63. First, statistical theories will deal

- 3.21 -  
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4.1	 The Elementary Paradox

Let (x1, t1
 ) and (x	 t

2
 ) be the coordinates of

a pair of point-instants, P and Q, iii a r -..lerence frame, IC,

Let (xt	 ) and (x' , ti ) be the coordinates
- 1 - 1	 - 2	 2

of the samei,of point-instants in a relatively moving frame,

and let them from this view-point be named, PI and Ql.

On. the Lorentz-Einstein transformation, writing

ii c 	„,	 132/ 02)i

one relates the coordinates by tte equations

3'" 1 =	 Kti)

2 "".‘	 1-1()-52
If	 fi(ti	 ux1/c2)

ty 2 	— uz2/c2)

Now consider tvo particular ca ses, So far, P

arid Q are any point-instants whatever; but in our first par-

ticular case vie suppose that P	 Q are the sitn . ataneous

positions of the ends of a standa.rd measuring rod in the

frame, K. Since the longth of the rod is unity, and since the

positions are simultaneous, w3 have

	

1 - 
-
x

2	

▪ 

1	 (5)

t
1

	

t
2	

(6)

By subtracting equation (2) Born (1) and

equation (4) from (3) arid substituting the values from

equations (5) and (6) , we have

x1 1 - x1 2 = 11	(7)

ti

- 

1 -	 2 m - Hu/c2	(8)
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so that ) caearl-y, a unit length btetreen sinnitaneous Tosi-

tions become on transformation a I -3ngth that is not -unity

between positioins that are not simultaneous.

In our second particular case, lye suoTose

that P and Q are the point-instarIts of successive seconds in

a standard. clock stationary relative to the frame K. Cl early )

	T.
1	 -52	 0

	

1 	
t2 1	 (10)

whence ) 85 t , :fOrc.? ) by appealing to equations (1) to (4) and

by substituting from (9) and (10) ) one obtains,

x 1
1	

x1
2 

- - Hu

t 1 1 t1 2

Ca)
(12 )

so that a di stance that it; zero leas been transformed it to a.

distance tha t is not zero, aria a time that is unity has been

transformed into a time that is not unity.

Etill ) though distances and times are

relative to reference frames, the four-dimensional interval,

is invariant, let us name the in terval, s, :where

ds 2 	dx2 - o 2dt2 	(13)

and in the present cases

s2 (x
1
	 x2) 2 - c2(t

1
	t2 )2 (14)

-	 -

On subc3titutirr.4 from equations (5) and (6), one finds -that the

interval of	 rod in K according to the account in K is unity',

Likewise, on subOtituting from equations (7) and (8) cone

finds that the interval of 	 rod in K according to tie

account in K' is unity. Again, on substituting from eq -uatinns

(9) and (10) ) one finds that the interval of the clock in IK  

- 224 -            
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according to the account in K is s  -2. J-1 ],

Likewis e on substituting from eq ua ticons C1L) and (12) , one

finds th-. -f; the interval of clock in K according to the

account in IV is also lc.

Thus we have arrived both at the elementary

paradox and at its solution. the eaermerata.ry paradox arises

from the coot east of rilations (5) and (7) an.i again from the

contrast of equations C10) and. (12), TI-le first contrast shoes

that the length of a rod in K is unity on. tIle account in K but

on the account in Kt is greater then 'Laity; and if Kt finds

a unit rod greater than unity, it seems to Follow that his on

rod is shorter, The second contrast shwas that the length of

a standard duration in K is unitv la tl -it.c account iri K but is

greater than unity in tie account in Kt ; and if a unit of

duration in K is found to be greater th_an unity in V, it

seems to follov that the unit in Kr mu; t be snorter.

However, if we beEari nom rods and clocks in

the system, Kt , vie could estab3ish tie op .ponite conclusions

with ervial validity; for then it vc)uLd seem to follow that

the shorter units yore in the system,

ary paradox.

Such is the element-

N9lat the paradox 0v-el-locks is the fact . that,

in the context of ►4ecial	 °Ile is not dealing with

rods that are 'merely spatial or 1it....h clacks that are merely

temporal, For, as has been seen, a st anclard rod determines an

invariant four-dimensional interwal o f mlaEni.tude„ unity; and

a standard clock determines an invariant foar-dimensional in-

terval of magnitude, lc. Rods that de tezmina an invariant four-
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dimensional interval saust have a tenr.oral component, and

clocks that determine an invar i ant four-dimensional interval

must have a spatial component.

Indeed, as appears from equations (5) and (6) ,

in the reference frame, in -which a rod lies between simul-

taneous point-instants, the invariant interval has a spatial

coriponent of magnitude, unity, and a temporal component of

magnitude, zero. As appears from oquations (7) and (3), in

other relatively moving reference frames, the same rod deter-

mines the same four-dinwasional interval, which, however, nor

has a ;:patial romporient of magnitude, ff, and a temporal com-

ponJmt of magnitide s, -liu/c2 . Concomitant Airith the variation

of the spatial components, th;!:re Ix a variation of the tem-

poral compov?nts, 1.1ao rod in K by the account in K lies be-

treen simultaneous poet-instants, The same rod in X by the

account in K 1 lies botvieen non-similteneous point-instants.

The spatial and temporal components, say [1, 03,0 transform

to spatial and temporal components, 	 -fiu/c2]. Inversely,

the rod in Kt by the account in KVvi11 lie between simul-

taneous point-instants. But the sane rod in Kt by the account

in K will lie betveen non-simultaneous point-instants. In

this case, spatial and temporal componnts, El, a ], trans-

form to spatial and temporal components, CH, liu/c2 ], for the

sign of the relative velocity, a, charages.

Again, aF appears fro= eclaations (9) and (10) ,

Vv.) reference frame, in which the beginning and the end of

a standard duration occur in relatively the same position,

the invariant interval of magnitude s kip has a spatial com-
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ponent of nagnitric, zero, and a temporal component of mag-

nitude, ant t; iti!.7 apprla rs from equations (11) and C12), in

other reLat iv ely ,.novint: frames of reference, the sa me duration

determines the same invariant interval, which, holever, now

has a spatial component of nnag -nitude, -Hu, and a temporal

component D f nagnitude, H. again, there is concomitant varia-

tion of 5 pEctial and tenroo -ral components. A standard duration

in K by the account in K has components yo, iJ; tie same

duration in K by the account in ICI has components L—lita •
Inversely a standard duration in Kt by the account 	 Kt will

have comments	 11: but thin: duration In Kt by tl-a,) acco!7nt

in K	 have components	 111,

The elementary paradox result: from a cc.mulation

of oversights. It disregards the invariant interval fixed by

any rod for all reference frames anl the invariant interval

fixed by anyr clock for all rrlferelce frames. It disregards

four account_s of tT:o rods to consider ori?y tv,o rods,, and it

disregards four accounts of tvo clocks to consider only two

clocks, Finally, it disregards the temporal component that

pertains to rods and the spatial component that pertains to-

clocks,

Still, if the elementary paradox is t o be set

aside as a gross over—sinplificat.on, there remains in its

entirety the problem of viorkinr out a coherent account of the

notion of measurement compatible with the complexity of

Special Relativity. To this task we must now address our

attention,
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are invariant. under permissible transformations, an so

measoreraents valid in one Ter eronee frame are Talid in all

permissible rranes.

Co'n	 slir)ositions of.' the E;pccial Theory of

Relativity, S; one revis -lort i necessa.ry. IP'e shall consider how

it aff.::,1cts 1) lengths of s 	 units, 2) leagns of

T,::.asurzahle objects, 3) measurements, and 4) :razes,

rirst, a 1E-mi.Th	 from fitting 43. size into

a geometrical c!onstrtrti.on. On the flpecial iheory of 0ela-

tivity, th- - • ?1,-.,:vvnt . ',‘..orne -try is tha.t of holinkowski space.

The follo;','Int, C..EirEi.et , wisties of the lengths of standard units

follow from the properties of this space or, wh.E.t comes to the

sane thing, faron the Lorentz—:;in -thin transfornation •

L., In all inertiol frames of reference a standard

rod determinEts a lour-diners:Iona] interval of tnarnitude, unity.

Similarly ) 1n all inertial frci-1 ,- .	 re,feronco s staidard clock

deter mines a foqr -dimensional. nterval of magni 	 where

i is tile square root of ,minus one, and c is the, velocity of

light in vact=0.

to F. standard: rod, ;:her:rod	 the .radio date:rmlnes an

be normal to a stanlari 	 with ?n the clock in thy: frame

int --,, rvz:11 with_ spat:1E11 conr)-nent of raa7,nitude, unity, and with.

tezinoral coin 	 of m:,.4r:i.ttade, zero.

2, A relcirelvie.:"rrame will be said to be normal

Similarly, a retie ertc-2. frame will be said to

determines an_ internd ritli a. spatial component. of Dial

zero, and a tenporal coy:orient of magnitude, uriity,

3, Reference lrames that arc not acrnal to

standard rods or standard clocks are in relative notion to

235 -
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normal reference frames.

Inversely, in reference frames in relative

motion to normal frames, standard rods -determine the same

Lava:Iiant Interval but no possess spatial components,

and temporal components, 4u/c 2 or flu/c2 according to the

direction of the relative motion.

• Similarly, in reference frames in relative

motion to normal frames, standard clocks altormine the same

invariant interval, vhich, hov.:ever„ nor posses e spatial

component, -Hu or Hu, an(? temporal component, H.

condly, the are to be detemined the

characteristics of the lengths of otaer measurable objects,

Clearly,	 lengths rill have the same properties as the

lengths of st,J.n1::.rd	 Forboth sets of lengths	 sub-

ject to the same transformation equations.

ilecordinG.iy, for ;"-iery measurable spatial

object there is a group of normal reference frames, relatively

at rest, and in them the object detelmines an :interval :pith

spatial cornent, A, anca with ter;poral colnponent, zero. In

other reference frames in relkAlve mltion, the same object

will determine an interval of the same mapiitude but with

spatial component, All , and 'with temporal co600nent, -Aliv/c 2

or Aliu/o2 according to the dire'ction of th,, relative motion,

Similarly, for every measurable temporal

object, there is a group of normal reference frames, rela-

tively at rest, and in them the object determines en interval

with spatial component, zero, and with temporal component s E,

In other inertial frames in relative motion, the same object
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will ietermlne	 3L.	 invariant interval, namely .la, but

with a spat. L.ai e)tpon.,nt, 43Hu or 14111, an .1 lath a tempora

component, al.

In ch third place, measurements aro to be

considered, mid they offer two 	 aspects.

For, in :40 far rss measurements are numbers to

be substituted into equations or to be derived by solving

equations, they are ideatical 1:fith length. This follows

from the na•u•e of the coordL .:ate system 1,:falehl in thc,, pre-

ent case, deals only with measured leqgths. AcroTdinglyr,

all that Ilas been said Lbout lengths may now be r4eated

about measurma ,ats. A spatial mag%itude will deterkineax

invariant niterval, A, with comonents, Daly 4117.11/02 1, and
a temporal mulitude rill de -vJrrine	 iavarlant interval,

14D,	 comi;;onres, [BE, -1Eul , In normal reference frames,

g becomes ILIty,	 becomes zero, so that the coa!panents

are EA, 0] LT. to, -A repectively. Finilly, In transfoT-,-

mations to tlie left, th'..) sign of IA chanEes,

hovever, there is a further aspect to wasure-

ments. The ntanrs substituted into equations have to be

derived from data, aid the nmbers (1c;:rived from equations

have to be ver:Ified in data. Thu, thre arises tho question

whethrir bpecia P ,.!la:tivity modifies the ernteete operation

of measuring..

The general ans 	 would seem to be that it

does not. A measurement rentains the number that stands to

unity	 the measurable ooject stands to a standard urd.t.f.

tho frameviork of that general answer It will

be wall to advert to particular cases.
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Ordinarily, simultaneity is determined in the

same manner in selecting the point-iastants at the ends of

the standard unit and in selecting those at the ends of

the measure -11AI o act. It will follor that spatial measure-

ments orlin;Lrily occur with th,-, standard unit and the measur-

able object in 	 same reference frame and, sine A: 1 :

AH	 11„ the result of measuring will be the number, A.

Still, this is not inevitable. Further, it may

be fairly common to use a clock, stationary in a reference

frame, to time a process that begins at om place in the

frame and ends at another. ilence, besides the measurements

that result 'then the object and the standard are taken in

the same frame, namely, A/1, AH/H, B/1, _BHA, there are the

measurements that result when thy are 	 different frames.

If ornn of these frames is normal, the rcsIllts will be AH/1,

A/H, 1111/1„ 13filt if neither frame is normal, one must distin-

guish tvio values of II, say HI and H", so that ti-)1 results

may be Alit /Hr, Ali"/HI, 1311 1 /11", .131in/iil. In other words, the

actual pro cesF. hf '11':? a a r iag can involve the same ambiguities

as are coutili:1 ,_A	 elementary paradox and, indeed, even

more elaborate ataiguities.
0

Accordingly, we ure brought to the conclusion

that, ivhile Epecial Pelt,tivity demands an operation of measur-

ing that fundamentally is similar to measuring under ilev,tonian

0
	 assuTptions o still it adds 71e';, rules that either eliminate or

correct some results which, on Newtonian assurAptions„ v,o.11(1

be valid.
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Foot.note to pp afiSk277

The mentions should be clarifiodt, "Size"'

has been dofired ox an experiential conjugate ttitt, varies

both from inner challee in the object and from anmIce of

position of the oieerver. In tbo text I do not near to deny

porspectivaa variation of size. Similarly, I Os:snot mean

either to affirm C or to dens y ghat I regard es soanineless,

namely, that there Ia or is not an innor chance of the object

as referred to oono absolute space, The question is whether

an acceptanco of special relativity logically entails any

chanee in rods or clocks, oxd n7 annwer is that no such chnnep

can be deduced, "ten the" vary because mferenco framee

vary; aald reference frames vary because moOes of determining

simultaneity vary*
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In the fourth place, the are the sizes of atial.

and of temporal magnitudes. Do rods cmtract or expand? Do

cloks run ,low or fast?AOur are 	 vill be negative, and

our reasons run as follows:

First, it	 difficeat to suppose that rods and

clocks should LIndergo such va-iatiolv.:ithout a proportionate

variation oct:r:rr::.li In the objects that they measzirel and if

the proportions	 variation occurs, then no explanation is

provided for the relativity of lengths to reference frames.

Seelv•ly, even if rods and clocks varied chile

other sizes do not vary, the requirel explanation wo.111 not

be forthcoming. For rods and clocks arid other sizes letormine

interval that are invariant for all inertial reference frales.

Moreover, these intervals exhibit temoral carnpoents for reds

and other spatial magnitudes; and tliv exhibit spatial com-

ponents for clocks and other temporal magnitudes. ho ,: does

a contracting rod generate a temporal component? How does a

decelerated clock generate a spatial component?

Thirdly,, the evidnce nor contractiv rods aril

decelerated clocks lies in the eleNentary paradox. ',icrt

have no doubt that, on the suplos:Itiono of i:::pacial

it would bo poszi 13 to reach such measurements as A/fl, AH/1,

BA, Bajl,	 arc: !:.ne lengthened and shortened rods and

the faster and sloer clocks. But the obvious explanation

not in any variation of the sizes of rods orclocks, but in

the relativity of lengths and in the use of a standard unit

in one reference frame to measure air object in another, 'sig-

nificantly different, frame.
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Fourthly, there is no aspect or tive

Theory of It ,elativity that 1.:'; not ;accounted for by distin-

guishing	 sire and lea_gtin, where length is constructed

in accord with	 geometry of Mirtitor,,;41 space. Ticver-..! follow

immediately both the invariai t :intervals and the rel,-,-Aivity

of siutial anti temporal corapororats to referee frames.

Moreover, this construction of Lear,;th prerz,nipo!7es, not a

variation in size, but a rr7!Lctirel.:t of simultaroity. It was

from a relative solution. to tile problem of sy-nchroth:ation

that '..pr7-.)cial pela tivi ty 	 nvol ve d ; and whenever su ,7h

solution. is alppted,	 E-J.elativ.4.Lty , ,,12.1 follow ever',

though sic vat.i:tion. in .rife

',7yv Li 111U S tra tinE • SC..1r) PO	 two

planes flyik	 the fame direct -inn pith the sane constant

velocity, so tha t	 citstance between then	 constant. Let

that distance be reg,ard(Jd as fte standard unit, an st.apooF. ,..e

two observers, K and Kt, that - -det-erraine simulta.ncity differ-

ently. NOV consider the instant a I; -;',.hich th,a., first plane is

at a point, P. Let us say that fo r the secon.d plane at the

same instant is at some point, .2. Then for IV, since he deter-

mines; simultaieity differently, tint! second plane trust be at

some nearer or further point, S I it the instant hen the first

plane is at P. Accordingly, tholgh there is only one size,

though this size is constant, tT.fio!:,- gh. both observers agree that

there is only one size and that it is constant, nofle the less,

in virtue of different determinati.oas of simultaneity, there

are two lengths, PR and PS, and th_ay are unequal with an in-

equality in . o °ne prT,Inrtion to the- relative welodties of the
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planes an.(1 the divercelce between the two determinations of

simultaneity.

Zhao this illustration is, I believe, to the

point, still it is only an illustration, One cannot take a

relativity of simultaneity as postulate anfl from it deduce

the Special Theory of T-ielatitTity, On the contrary, a rela-

tivity of simultaneity merely stets a 'problems confronted rith

that problem, one adverts to the invaricace of principles and

laws; and it is by postulating the invariance of principles

and lm-s under ineTtial transformations that one reaches the

basic premise from which 1;pecial 	 vity follors,

"s	 —
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Summary

air has been to work out a general theory

of measurement zind there by clarify the !lotions or measur-

able object, standard unit, measuring, i.nr.1 measurement

peculiar to Special Relativity- .

Measurement was seen to be the. tec:Tnique by

which the scientist moves from thin descriDtion of tiiivs as

related to Ot1 T sens,--)s to the explanation of thin.gs as related

. to one another.

Standard units Iv ere conceived as measurable

objects that intrinsically stand on the same footing as other

measurable objects but conventionally are given a unique

status to simplify and systematize th fortrilahon of the

relations of things to one another.

The definitions of ni ,2anurable objects of

various kinds, tn.: F:tandardization of their resv?ctive units,

the rules of r:! ,,?asuri.n;.:„., era i th nature of measurement were

se In to depend co!: aLntract presumptions and lave and, there-

fore, to be subject to revision along 'Ath re7isions of the

presumptions and the laws.

This generic notion of measurement was then

applied to measurements of spatial and temporal magnitudes.

A basic distinction was drawn bct.tTeen the

experiential conjugate, size, and the pure con.ju.ate, length.

The former is correlative to our experience. rhe latter is im-

plicit in a geometrical structure of definiticons o postulates,

and inferences,
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The transition from Newtonian to Etristeirtian

physics is a transition from length, rts implicit in ':',Ivqit ..V?an

geortotry, to lenrth, as ilipli cit in '1„1..!- Iicalts.iti spt.ce. It

drops 1.. - zvariant spvtial and. temporal lcniTtbs. It introluces

invariant four-dtmensional intervals with variable s pa trial

and temporal	 't"hilta.,-) it grants	 special

canoe to rteeriren , e. fra es at rest, still i.t doe L imply a

position of privilege for normal reference frames, 	 vhich

spatial magnitudes have a zero temporal comporlent and tel-

poral magnitudes have a zero spatial conies. 	 Thus, an

interval, A, rhich is a real romber, ban the components

AH,-.AHu/c21 vihich become LA. 0) in a normal reference

frame; and an interval, eB , which is on imaginary member,

has the components 1. -Iglu, B1i' , which become Lo y 13-I in a

norinal. reference frame. It is to be noted thztt the distinc-

tion. between the. spatial r Sul the temporal J.s ;IF sharp as the

distinction be.tv.een real and ir4arinary turten. • that the

1.c.,,ngths of standard unite are but 	 cv.ses of the

lengthz. of other measurable objects, tint th:e transformation

properties of unit and of other lcnci;ths 	 the same, that in

a Minkowski	 1,nigths ore	 measured so that

measurements arP co3i - 1(!i.lient with lengths, that in the opera-

tion or measur:Llg, there arise, err Special Pelativity am-

biguities that do not exist &.nd, so do not leave to be. solved

on Nevtonian suppositions.

However, while Special Relativity involves

a revision of the notions of lengths er.,.1 of measurements and

while it introduces a new caution in the operation of measuring
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it riOeS not knply the exptanfion or contraction or nods or

the ace °len tion or decel orLtion of clocks. In other words,

the unit divisions of tilt,- a)(eu	 cloriinsto sy . st ems

co -.E, tittited, not by the size, but by the 1..nrs - th of stand-

ard distances and standard durations. such lengths ar rela-

tive to reference frames, but this relativity of lctipth

arises, not fro:;	 of size, but from the inter*tlepe,nrience

of determinEttion9 of length and of simultant.qty, 'hit corres-

ponds to change of size is, not a n1 ,3ro transforou, till of refer-

ence frames, but a variatiorl to the inteivals, 	 or ic13.

A variation in E'ome of the"_: totervaLs co ,-.).eSn ,""v1i.fl to a

variation in some mecsarabl-.., obj-ects: a proeortiwate varia-

tion in all of these intervalE snag; - ests that tte st.anclardiza-

tion of units needs to be corr ,ect,ed and revised,

Might I suggest	 on this stkovring t

there vanishes the arbitrary clivisf. on of the vnr11 of physics

into rods and clocKs an 1, on the other ht; ;;3, all other ob-

jects? Each arbitrariness is note :1 an If regretted by Prof. Ein-

stein in his Autobiography, (Alb-;Irt Einrtein, P.hilosorher-

Sclontist, ed. P.A.Sci	 The Libra ry of Living Philosophers,

Nev; York', 194c.; and 1951, ID* 59)

I t rlald sees,. t vanish 1) Inasmuch as

physics is set	 tusk of assigning invariantly expressed

abstract relation to account not only for experienced colors

and sounds but equally for experienced extensions arid durations,

2) inasmuch as these relations are reached by for elating and

verifying hypotheses, 3) Luantsuch. as notions of 1 ,:encrtlx and
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m-easurement ELid the staldardlzation of units form internal

parts of the hypothesis to be verified, 10 Ina:mitt& a the

hypothesis assivns the sane prope.rties to lengths of stand-

ard units as to lengths of other measurable objects, and

5> inapauch as frames of r<eference have their units con-

stituted, not by the sizes or rods	 clocks, but by V.keir

defined lengths- I

Finally, it	 seem that the foreRoing

account of rods and cloc:k..s in Opecial Relativity might eaF.Illy

be adapted to	 :-?.quirelent s of General ii ,71&tivitT. In

Ge neral	 ty	 reria_ins the invariant four- ':17men-

si onal interval; there remain its spacial and its temnoral

components; there remains the covariance of th ,.'ese components

in different reference frames. rhe basic differences are

that the components nor/	 curvilinear aril that specifica-

tions of coordinates are not virtual measu , errients of is-

t.arace or duration.

On the other 'bard, it is not to be claimed

that our account of measuring le completely general. Rather

that distinction seems to pertolin to Quantum Theory viewed

cte a theory of measurements. 	 or if it is true that all

area surincs is abntractive hot.h ln the sense that it replaces

sets of data by series of aprroximato numbers and in the

sense that it relates the nuAbesire not to our °mews but to

one another t still the relit lone may be syetereatic or nonr

eyetematic; and nonasystereatlo relations, no matter what

tholr origin, can be manipulated theoretically only in a
oontext that envisages BtatistLoct.1 laws,  

-        

0
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tunian intellect is a patntia1 omnipotence, a  m -teni offnia facere

et fieri. But A ou:lnas cnuld elploit that affiTraaition la araLnner

that vonlek hmte st.:artled. A Tittntle•

he rocoi., 51C.-	 r unr strtctd do	 to

S0011 ';:.1)	 (:411-1 Or G	 fIX-d„L) tdilict;2 1 	tish to Lirldf;r:; Z,E.111 his

nature. To L.A.:hit:31/(i E-uoli n	 tanc1i is b .yorK.1tlic powk..., .2 of our

mtural	 y	 1,ucIi Lohluliczio.r.t1i 	 ourntiineously

desired La.titud. CIL 1
)
 fl

)
;•1—fl: 3 8; 5 ) 5).)	 — ---) 3 

CO1 L	 ti	 itZtl.'	 Vii1111L-: LIS 11Z- tit.if to .t.itell'..tet. grounds

the	 tiva, U	 oli tI ...et of in talout, h.--s to be

Bocausc irxt11ct s oot ;at, 	is

7 c) • Deitig and. L.•,-veryth.d.r4: ar:2 (3(111 .4'v-dent notioris.

Thirctly,	 C Uzazis	 In act

rtlust, be 1T .iIt 	 uIc1 ILnC	 act, ktly c.ted 1.0..;-'..:11ci , ct must in

L.n ,•1 our iritclloct, F. -i.7.•hrt from L.. zero

of 1.)ot(•;.n.ticlity. (1 '19)	 .

2 c. C.6 11798).
—""

Fourthly, hon.-,	 aosit, 1:“.!irrc is P Cr' qe. and. nLturally

.kdorn to ut; (CC ZE	 and it c4.1ariot	 unnova to us. (De

Ver. 11 1	 . vio.lmna	 Inte•L-pret,---]d Aristotle, 's agont in-)	 ,•
Aquinau f.' ,.7.2ncl it

mxiunt	 us ; 1-.14{L:	 iit of intalcz .lee, 1,ieh it.1 ill us,

performs t,1,t.! ftlry!t,±DI)Fi f:riStOtle 111: 1:r	 to	 int tAier.b,t,

Laid : aion3over, LfI ot:lo coolorr..Qcf". ant; int ..;-11.1c,. et to a".z ight.

(CG	 771) .Lugu	 adiva'riced that our lotoll1er3Ee of truth)
originat ,.A, not without but thin us, rut hot simplyrith ...in us e

but in sone illtudration 1r • --.vhich	 consultod the eternei •

0

0
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Chapter XV : Elments of Metaphysics. Foot-note to p.704.

The relation of potency, form, and act, as defined, to

Scholastic potentia, forma, actus, may be bracketed under the

three headings of technique, principle, and method.

definition are systematic. an contract, the normative

influence exercised by the Scholastic disputation set a premium

on definitions that were nominal, that prescinded from systematic

views, that stated what would be meant by the members of any

school.

Secondly, the drinciples on which iv definitions are

based would be rejected by the conceptualist wing of Scholastic

thinkers. Because conceptualists deny insight, they eliminate what

I mean by form. Because they conceive abstraction as impoverishing,

they eliminate the distinction I draw between potency and form

and deny its implication that matter is a .)rinciple of individua-

tion. Because they consider judgment to be an adhaesio tentis 

that does not augment the content of knowled g e, they eliminate

the distinctio I draw between form and act and deny its impli-

cation of a real distinction between essence and contingent existence.

Thirdly, the Scholastics that employ systematic definitions

and hold principles similar to my own follow quite a different

method. ihile the present metaphysics is epistemologically con-

structed in terms of the causa conoscendi,  theirs is ontologi-

cally constructed in terms of the cause, essendi ; and while my

starting-point is restricted to proportionate being, theirs con-

tains an explicit refrence to transcendent being in a theorem

on the intrinsic ill imitation of act and the limiting roles of

form and potency. Accordingly, it is only at the end of Chapter

XIX that the isomorphism between Thomism. and the present meta;

physics can begin to appear.
Vt°11D)
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